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Possible origin and spectrum of ultrahigh-energy cosmic
rays

A. V. Uryson
P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Ru

~Submitted 18 February 1997; resubmitted 21 April 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 10, 729–733~25 May 1997!

The complicated form of the cosmic-ray spectrum recorded in the en-
ergy range 1017–1020 eV by giant detector arrays is analyzed. It is
shown that the spectrum in the region 1018–1019 eV is apparently iden-
tical to the injection spectrum with power-law exponent approximately
equal to 3.223.3. The flat component in the region (3.225)31019 eV
is due to the braking of extragalactic protons by relict photons. The
spectrum apparently has no blackbody cutoff at energies above
3.231019 eV. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00110-2#

PACS numbers: 98.70.Sa

The origin of ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays (E.1017 eV) has not been conclusivel
established. The experimental data show that cosmic rays with energiesE.431019 eV
are apparently extragalactic.1–3 If this is so, then their spectrum could have a blackbo
cutoff:4,5 As a result of interactions of cosmic rays with relict photons in the intergala
space, the recorded flux of 631019 eV particles will be half the value expected from
power-law extrapolation of the spectrum. However, if the proton sources are no fa
away than 40–50 Mpc from us, there will be no blackbody cutoff because protons
any energy up toE'1022 eV traverse such distances virtually unimpeded.6 In Ref. 7 it
was shown that the main sources of protons with energyE.Ebb'3.231019 eV are
apparently nuclei of active galaxies located no farther than 40 Mpc from us, if the Hu
constant equals 75 km/s•Mpc. In this case the proton spectrum has no blackbody cu
At present the experimental data obtained with various detector arrays8–13neither confirm
nor rule out the presence of a blackbody cutoff.

The origin of cosmic rays in the energy range 1017,E<1019 eV has been deter
mined on the basis of not only the spectrum but also the anisotropy and che
composition.1–3 However, the existing experimental data are not precise enough to
termine whether cosmic rays with such energies are galactic or extragalactic.

In the present work, we analyzed the spectrum of cosmic rays in the energy
E.1017 eV in order to determine their origin.

The cosmic-ray spectra measured with the detector arrays of Refs. 8–12 an
malized with respect to energy in the same manner as in Ref. 3 are presented in
The spectrum has the following form:3,8,10At E;531017 eV the slopeg of the spectrum
increases fromg'3.0–3.1 tog'3.2–3.3~the error in determiningg equals 0.02–0.06!,
and in the regionE;1019 eV it decreases tog'2.6–2.7 — a flat component appears
763 7630021-3640/97/100763-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the spectrum. The error in determining the slope of the flat component equals 0.1~The
spectral slopes are not given in Refs. 11–13.!

The propagation of protons in the galaxy can be described in the diffusion app
mation if their energy does not exceed 1017–1018 eV.14 Furthermore, in Refs. 15–17 i
was shown that the particles no longer propagate by diffusion if their energy is gr
than some valueE0, the proton spectrum in the energy rangeE.E0 being identical to the
injection spectrum.~We note that this result was obtained by different methods in R
15–17: In Refs. 15 and 16 it was inferred from the drift of ultrahigh-energy cosmic
in large-scale magnetic fields, while in Ref. 17 it was inferred from a transition
collisionless propagation of particles in a medium in which they excite MHD waves.! An
estimate of the energyE0 was obtained from a numerical simulation of the partic
trajectories in the galactic magnetic field:1 E0'231018 eV. Hence it follows that in the
region E>231018 eV the slopeg0 for a power-law injection spectrum1 equalsg,
g05g.

The regionE>231018 eV is the region where the slope of the measured spect
increases. According to the measurements reported in Ref. 18, cosmic rays with
energies consist mostly of protons. This means that their injection spectrum appa
changes at energiesE.1018 eV: Its slope increases tog0'3.2–3.3, while for
E,331015 eV the slope did not exceed 2.75,g0,2.75.1 ~The slope of the injection
spectrum at 331015–431017 eV has not yet been determined, so that we will not ma
any comparisons for this segment. Different points of view are presented in Refs.
14.!

Apparently, particles with energyE.Ebb are accelerated mainly in sources locat
no farther than 40–50 Mpc from us,7,19,20and so their spectrum has no blackbody cuto
If this is so, then the slope of the spectrum in this region equals the slopeg0 of the
injection spectrum. Let us assume that in the regionE.Ebb the injection spectrum is the
same as in the regionE>231018 eV. Then in the regionE.Ebb the slope of the
spectrum will equalg53.2–3.3.

FIG. 1. Cosmic-ray spectra, normalized with respect to energy in the same manner as in Ref. 3, in the
E.1017 eV according to measurements performed with the following detector arrays:d — Yakutsk,8 3 —
Akeno and AGASA,9 1 — Fly’s Eye,10 s — Haverah Park.11 Solid line — theoretical spectrum.
764 764JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 A. V. Uryson
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Particles with energyE.Ebb which propagate from sources located at distan
greater than 40 Mpc from us will interact with the relict radiation until their ene
decreases toE'(3.2–5)31019 eV. Particles with such energies may not undergo a
interaction in the intergalactic space, since their ranges in the relict radiation field w
quite long —l.1000 Mpc.6 As a result, protons with energiesE.3.231019 eV are
transferred into the regionE'(3.225)31019 eV, and in consequence the slope of t
spectrum in this region will change fromg.3.1 tog1:

E
Ebb

`

E2gdE5E
Ebb

E3
E2gdE,

whereE3 is the upper limit of the energy range of the flat component. We shall find
value of g1 from the data given in Refs. 3 and 8–13. The measured value ofE3 is
E3;431019 eV, and the particle energy is determined to within;20–30%.8,10 For this
reason, we estimated the slopeg1 for several values ofE3 in the interval
431019,E3,531019 eV and several values ofg in the interval 3.0,g<3.3. The
computed values ofg1 are presented in Table I. Taking into consideration the 30% e
in determining the energy, the energy range of the flat component isE'(225)31019

eV. It agrees with the measurements performed in Refs. 8, 9, and 11–13 and
inconsistent with the monocular data presented in Ref. 10. The possible existence o
component of this nature in the spectrum was predicted in Refs. 21–23.

Thus protons with energiesE,Ebb are galactic and protons with energiesE.Ebb

are extragalactic, while the injection spectra of the two types of protons are identica
theoretical spectrum obtained on the basis of this model forg053.25 is displayed in Fig.
1. It is normalized to the intensity measured atE'731019 eV. Furthermore, it was
assumed in the calculations that the flat component lies in the energy r
E'(3.225)31019 eV. The theoretical spectrum agrees with the measurements w
the limits of error.

Let us compare the slopes of the theoretical and measured spectra in the
E>1019 eV. It is evident from Table I that a slopeg1 in agreement with the slope of th
flat component can be obtained on the basis of the proposed model.

To estimate the slope of the measured spectrum in the regionE.Ebb we shall make
use of the experimental data reported in Ref. 3: Up to 1993 only 881 events with e

TABLE I. Computed slopeg1 of the flat component for different values~within the experimental error!
of its upper limitE3 and the slopeg of the spectrum.

g E3 , eV g1

3.0 4.931019 2.6
3.05 4.831019 2.65
3.05 4.931019 2.7
3.1 4.531019 2.6
3.2 4.531019 2.7
3.25 4.331019 2.7
3.3 4.231019 2.7
765 765JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 A. V. Uryson
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E>1019 eV, seven events withE>1020 eV, and two events withE>1020 eV were
recorded. For a power-law spectrum withN particles with energy not less thanE,
N(>E), we haveN1(>E1)/N2(>E2)5(E1 /E2)

g11, whence we obtaing53.120.1
10.2 for

E151019 eV andE251020 eV.

The energies of some of the 881 events lie in the interval'(1–3.2)31019 eV, and
these events comprise the flat component. Therefore the slope of the spectrum
region E.3.231019 eV will be greater than the estimate:g.3.1 and therefore
g0.3.1.

If there is no blackbody cutoff, the proton spectrum is identical to the injec
spectrum in two regions: 231018<E,1019 eV andE>531019 eV. Estimates of the
slope of the spectrum in these intervals agree:g53.2–3.3 andg.3.1. Therefore the
measured spectrum apparently has no blackbody cutoff.~In Ref. 3 it was concluded on
the basis of the same experimental data that a blackbody spectrum might be pres
was assumed there that if there is no cutoff, then the slope of the spectrum forE.Ebb is
identical to the slope of the flat component.!

It follows from the picture presented above that in the region of the dip the gal
cosmic rays are replaced by extragalactic cosmic rays. The amplitude of the anisotr
the galactic cosmic rays forE.1018 eV is somewhat larger than for extragalactic cosm
rays, but because of the large measurement errors their origin still cannot be deter
reliably in this manner.24 Data on the chemical composition in this region are also s
not determined. According to the measurements reported in Ref. 10, the composit
cosmic rays in the region 4310172431019 eV varies — protons start to predominate
this region, but according to the measurements reported in Ref. 18, the proton fr
already starts to increase at;1016 eV.

The results obtained can be checked in further measurements of the cosm
spectra in the regionE.1017 eV performed with the detector arrays of Refs. 8–11 a
with those of Refs. 25 and 26 and also with SHAL-1000,27 which will have a much better
energy resolution.

I am grateful to S. I. Nikol’ski� and G. B. Khristiansen for a discussion of th
experimental data and to V. A. Dogel’ and V. S. Ptuskin for a discussion of gala
cosmic ray propagation models.
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Inclusive semileptonic decays of B mesons

S. Ya. Kotkovski a)

Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, 117259 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 17 April 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 10, 734–737~25 May 1997!

The probability of inclusive semileptonic decay ofB mesons is calcu-
lated in the constituent-quark model. A compact formula is obtained for
the differential decay width of aB meson in terms of the corresponding
decay width of a freeb quark and the wave function of the internal
motion of the quarks in theB meson. Numerical values of
semileptonic-decay widths are obtained for a series of models of the
wave function. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00210-7#

PACS numbers: 13.20.He, 12.39.Hg

Inclusive decays ofB mesons in models of the decay of a freeb quark have been
studied many times before.1,2 In what follows, the probability of the inclusive decay o
B mesons is calculated in the constituent-quark model, and the quark–hadronic d
principle is checked for different models of the quark wave function. The appro
employed below is based on the same method as that developed in Refs. 3 and 4~which
takes into account the nonperturbative coupling of the heavy quark with a spectato!, but
a number of modifications have been made which have a large effect on the form
results and make it possible to obtain results in a form whose physical meani
transparent. Some features of the method are:

a! The nonperturbative wave function of theB meson is used under the assumpti
that all quarks lie on the mass shell. This gives agreement, first, with methods fo
taining the wave function from the Schro¨dinger equation and, second, with the diagra
matic approach.

b! It allows for the fact that in obtaining the differential decay width of aB meson
it is preferable, in a certain sense, to integrate first over the transverse momentump' of
the heavy quark and then over the variablex — the longitudinal momentum fraction in
the infinite-momentum frame. This makes it possible to express the decay width o
B meson as a product of the decay width of ab quark and a weighting function~see Eq.
~5!!, previously introduced in a general form by Bjorken.5

c! The integration overx is performed not over constant limits from 0 to 1 but rath
over limits which depend on the values of the kinematic variablesy andz8 ~the notation
is explained below!. These limits ‘‘collapse’’ as the mass of the created hadronic sys
approaches the lowest hadronic threshold.

The differential inclusive semileptonic decay width with the formation of charm
hadronic states has the form3
768 7680021-3640/97/100768-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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dGen5
G2MB

5

~4p!3
uVcbu2

2uqu
MB

K Lab
en

MB
2 LWabdydz8, ~1!

whereMB is the mass of theB meson;z85P82/MB
2 , whereP8 is the total momentum of

the final hadronic state;y5q2/MB
2 , whereq5P2P8 is the momentum transfer andP is

the momentum of theB meson;

uqu5
MB

2
A~11y2z8!224y; q05

MB

2
~11y2z8!

in the rest frame of theB meson;^Lab
en &5 2

3(qaqb2gabq
2) is the leptonic tensor~the

lepton masses are neglected!; Wab is the hadronic tensor

Wab5E Lab~pb ,pc!d~~pb2q!22mc
2! f ~x,p'

2 !
dx

x
dp'

2 , ~2!

where Lab(pb ,pc)52(pb
apc

b1pb
bpc

a2gab(pbpc)2 i«abgdpb
gpc

d); and, x and p' are
light-cone variables for theb quark

x5
pb1

P1
5

pb
01pb

3

P01P3 , p'5pb2nz~xPz!,

the z axis being oriented in the direction of the vectorq in the rest frame:nz5q/uqu.

The distribution functionf (x,p'
2 ) is normalized according to the condition that th

elastic form factorF(0)51:

E f ~x,p'
2 !dxdp'

251. ~3!

The contraction of the tensors is

K Lab
en

MB
2 LWab5

2

3q1MB
@~mb

22mc
2!21q2~mb

21mc
2!22q4#I 0 , ~4!

where

I 05I 0~q
2,q0!5E f ~x,p'0

2 !dx; p'0

2 5p'0

2 ~x!5m2
xMB

q1
2x2MB

2 q2

q1
2mb

2 ;

q65q06uqu; m25mb
21q22mc

2 ;

mb andmc are the masses of theb andc quarks. The functionp'0

2 (x) appears as the roo

of the argument of the delta function in Eq.~2!.

Finally, the differential decay width is

d2Gen

dq2dq0
5
dG0

dq2
F~q2,q0!, ~5!

where
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dq2
5

G2mb
5

192p3 uVcbu2
4uqbu
mb
2 F ~12r!21

q2

mb
2 ~11r!22S q2mb

2D 2G
is the decay width of a freeb quark,

uqbu5uqbu~q2!5
1

2mb
Am424mb

2q2, r[
mc
2

mb
2 .

The weighting function in our case has the form

F~q2,q0!5
2mb

2

q1

uqu
uqbu

E f ~x,p'0

2 !dx. ~6!

In Ref. 5 a sum rule is presented for the weighting functions in the limiting case of h
b andc quarks:

E F~q2,q0!dq051, ~7!

which means that the decay width of theB meson equals the decay width of ab quark.
The application of Eq.~7! to our case gives~passing to the limitsmb→MB ,
mc→M 85AP82, and simultaneouslymb→`, mc→`) our normalization condition~3!.
This verifies that our approach meets the general requirements.

As stated above, the limits of thex integral in Eq.~4! depend ony andz8 as dictated
by the requirementp'0

2 (x).0. It follows from this requirement that

x1,x,x2 , x1,25
1

2Mq2
@m27Am424mb

2q2#.

The conditionx15x2, which means that the phase volume of the final quarks reduce
zero, gives the valuez85z1(y) for the lower limit with respect toz8, i.e., the hadronic
threshold.

From Eq.~5! it is easy to obtain an expression for the semileptonic width ratio

dBr5
dGen

G tot
5
1

b

4

3

uqu
q1

@~zb
22zc

2!21y~zb
21zc

2!22y2#MB
2 I 0dydz8, ~8!

where the total width

G tot5b
G2MB

5

~4p!3
uVcbu250.4531023 eV,

andb is a factor whose value is close to one.3

Formula ~8! was used to perform numerical calculations of the total semilepto
ratio ~see Table I! for the decay ofB6 mesons for the following model wave function

I! Free b quark. This case corresponds tof (x,p'
2 )5d(x2mb /MB)d(p'

2 ) and
dGen/dq25dG0

en/dq2. The values of the quark masses were taken to be the same
model III.

II ! Distribution from Ref. 3:
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f ~x,p'
2 !5A

x

12x
expF2lS 12x

z0
1

z0
12xD Gexp@2p'

2 /p0
2~12x!#,

wherep05MBmsp /l0, z05msp /MB , the parameterl051, and the quark masses a
mb54.8 GeV,mc51.4 GeV, andmsp50.3 GeV.

III ! The distribution functionf (x,p'
2 ) obtained by an appropriate transformatio6

from a solutionC(k) of the relativistic Schro¨dinger equation,7 wherek is the magnitude
of the relative momentum of the quarks in their center-of-mass frame, andmb54.997
GeV,mc51.628 GeV, andmsp50.22 GeV.

IV ! The solution of the Schro¨dinger equation in the nonrelativistic approximation6

The masses are:mb55.279 GeV,mc51.835 GeV, andmsp50.337 GeV.

V! Approximation of the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation by a Gaussia
distribution:8 C(k)5(4p/b2)3/4exp(2k2/2b2), where for aB mesonb50.41 GeV. The
quark masses aremb54.88 GeV,mc51.55 GeV, andmsp50.33 GeV.

It can be concluded on the basis of the results obtained that the principle of g
duality holds well in the case of semileptonic decays ofB mesons for most of the model
examined, i.e., the total integral overz8 gives branching values which are close to t
experimental values.

The integration overz8 can be performed starting not at the lowest threshold
rather a some initial valuez1, as done in Ref. 3, thereby obtaining the probability o
transition into the so-called ‘‘continuous spectrum’’Bren(X8), which when added with
the probabilities of transitions to lower-lying single-particle hadronic states~i.e.,D and
D* ) should give the total probability. In the calculations the valuez15(2.15 GeV/
MB)

2 was used. The model II in this case givesBren(X8)52.9%, which when added
with Bren(D)51.87% and Bren(D* )55.64% ~Ref. 3! gives the good value
Bren510.41%. Similar figures are obtained for model III:Bren(X8)54.4%,
Bren(D)52.07%, andBren(D* )55.98%. These values give a somewhat higher va
than the experimental valueBren512.45%.

I thank Professors K. A. Ter-Martirosyan and I. M. Narodetski� for a discussion of
the questions examined in this letter.

a!e-mail: kotkovsk@heron.itep.ru
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Experiment I II III IV V

Bren (10.460.4)% 11.4% 10.6% 8.4% 9.5% 9.6%
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New possibilities for producing photon echoes from a
homogeneous ensemble of atoms and with the
use of a single light pulse

G. N. Nikolaeva)

Institute of Automation and Electrometry, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy o
Sciences, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 3 April 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 10, 738–743~25 May 1997!

In investigations of predicted new types of photon echoes — an echo
from a homogeneous ensemble of atoms and an echo of a single light
pulse — have established that the magnitude and form of these new
types of photon echoes are completely determined by the type of opti-
cal transition and by the ‘‘area’’ and polarization of the exciting light
pulses~and the form can be controlled by varying the magnetic field!. It
is also established that the echo amplitude decreases for both small
~compared to 1! and large light-pulse areas, and the optimal areas for
which the maximum echo is obtained have been found. Investigations
show that such photon echoes can also appear under conditions when
an ordinary photon echo is absent~in atomic or molecular gases at high
pressure, in the far-IR region of the spectrum, from cooled trapped
atoms or ions, and so on!. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00310-1#

PACS numbers: 42.50.Md

1.The photon echo~PE! effect, which was predicted in Refs. 1 and 2, consists in
fact that the irradiation of a medium by two light pulses engenders a response in the
of a radiation pulse separated from the second exciting pulse by the same time inte
that between the two exciting pulses. This interval can be much longer than the
time of the macroscopic polarization, which decays because of the rapid dephas
individual radiators due to the difference of their characteristic frequencies. The se
pulse serves to rephase the radiators, restoring the macroscopic polarization indu
the first pulse and thus giving rise to a photon echo.

Therefore the ordinary PE effect requires the presence of inhomogeneous line b
ening. However, different forms of photon echoes are possible, even in the ca
homogeneous broadening, if an external magnetic~electric! field is additionally imposed
on the medium.3,4 This letter reports the results of investigations of PEs from a homo
neous ensemble of atoms5 and from a single light pulse6 in the presence of a magnet
field.

2. Let the average optical frequencyv of the exciting pulses be in quasiresonan
with the transition frequencyv0 of the atoms~molecules! between the degenerate ener
statesl and u with total angular momentaJl and Ju , respectively. When an atom i
placed in a strong external quasistatic magnetic fieldH, the resonance frequencies of th
transitions between different degenerate energy sublevels change by the am7
773 7730021-3640/97/100773-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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D~Ml ,t !5VL~ t !@glM l2gu~Ml1s!#, ~1!

whereVL(t)5euH(t)u/2mc is the Larmor frequency,gk andMk are the Lande´ factors
and the projections of the total angular momentum of the lower (k5 l ) and upper
(k5u) levels on the quantization axisz ~oriented along the fieldH…, e andm are the
electron charge and mass, andc is the speed of light.

On account of the selection rules for the allowed dipole transition studied in
present letter, the quantitys can assume the values 0 and61. For certain distinguished
polarizations of the light,s can take on only one of these values:s50 for linear
polarization alongH, ands511 or 21 for light propagating in a direction parallel t
H and having right- or left-circular polarization, respectively. As one can see from
pression~1!, for such polarizations of the light the interaction with the light couples e
lower magnetic sublevelMl only with one upper sublevelMl1s. Therefore the problem
of the interaction of light~with fixed polarizations! with a resonant atom with two
quasidegenerate states in a magnetic field reduces~if one neglects the decay from th
upper state into the lower state! to analysis of the interaction of light with a collection o
two-level systems. Furthermore, as one can see from Eq.~1!, the resonance frequencie
are different for each such two-level system, differing by the value ofMl . In conse-
quence, such a collection of two-level systems can be treated as an analog of an en
of two-level atoms with different frequencies, which therefore exhibits ‘‘inhomogene
line broadening.’’ A characteristic feature of such an ‘‘ensemble’’ is that each two-l
system differs not only in the resonance frequency but also in the magnitude o
transition dipole momentd(Ml). The behavior ofd(Ml) depends on the type of optica
transition (Ju5Jl or Ju5Jl61) and the polarization of the light, andd(Ml) can be
expressed in terms of a Clebsch–Gordan coefficient:7 d(Ml)5^JuuuduuJl&
3(21)Jl2Ml^JuMuJl2Ml u1s&/A3. Here^JuuuduuJl& is the reduced matrix element o
the dipole moment for the transitionu2 l , and^JuMuJl2Ml u1s& is a Clebsch–Gordan
coefficient.

3. On the basis of the analogy indicated above, it is easy to calculate the magn
of the PE from such a homogeneous ensemble of quasidegenerate two-level ato
simplify the analysis, we shall confine our attention to short square light pulses sep
by a time intervalT and having durationsT1 , T2!D(Jl ,0). In this case the polarizatio
P(t) of the PE at timet after the first pulse can be represented in the form

P~ t !52N Re@P ~ t !exp~ ivt !#, ~2!

P ~ t !52 i2(
Ml

d~Ml ! f ~Ml !F sin~u1~Ml !A11y2~Ml !!

A11y2~Ml !

22i

y~Ml !sin
2S u1~Ml !

2
A11y2~Ml ! D

11y2~Ml !
GS~Ml ,t !, ~3!

S~Ml ,t !5$sin2~u2~Ml !A11e2y2~Ml !/2!/@11e2y2~Ml !#%exp@ i ~ t2T12T2

22T!V~Ml !#. ~4!
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In the expressions presented above,N is the number of atoms per unit volume,f (Ml) is
the population distribution over the sublevels of the lower level of the atoms befor
interaction with the light, y(Ml)5V(Ml)/VE1

(Ml), V(Ml)5v02v1D(Ml ,0)
[V01D(Ml ,0), VE1,2

(Ml)5d(Ml)E1,2/\, u1,2(Ml)5VE1,2
(Ml)T1,2, and e5E2 /E1 .

These expressions were obtained on the assumption that noe ordinary inhomog
broadening is present.

To obtain general analytical expressions for a PE for arbitrary values ofJl and
Ju , let us examine the caseJ@1 ~as the calculations show, these expressions differ fr
the exact ones by less than 15%, even forJ53). In this case the new variabl
m[Ml /Jl can be treated as a continuous variable, which enables the substi
(Ml

( . . . )→Jl*21
1 ( . . . )dm in expression~3! and makes it possible to use the asympto

expressions for the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients.7

As the calculations show, the behavior of the PE differs substantially for diffe
types of transitions (Ju5Jl or Ju5Jl61) and light polarizations. The computation
results for a PE from a homogeneous ensemble of atoms are presented below f
cases. Both results are presented for conditions such that the frequency of the e
light exactly equals the resonance frequency of the atoms in the absence of a ma
field and the distribution of the atoms over the lower sublevels is unifo
( f (Ml)51/(2Jl11)).

Let the PE be excited by linearly polarized light (s50) whose frequency is in
resonance with the frequency of an atomic transition withJu5Jl . In this case expression
~3! for the polarizationP (t) of the light in the continuous approximation indicated abo
assumes the form

P ~ t !5 i ~d~Jl !/@2~11y2~Jl !e
2!A~11y2~Jl !!# ! (

s561
@D~st1Q1 ,Q2!2@y~Jl !/

A11y2~Jl !#~D~t,Q1!2D~t1sQ1 ,sQ2!!#, ~5!

where D(t,u)5 j 1(t)2@ j 1(t1u)2 j 1(t2u)#/2, t[(gu2gl)JlVL(t2T12T222T),
Q1[u1A11y2(Jl), Q2[u2A11y2(Jl)e

2, u1,25u1,2(Jl), and j 1(x)[cos(x)/x2
sin(x)/x2 is a first-order spherical Bessel function.8 The dependence of the intensity of th
PE onu1 andt in the caseu25p andy(Jl)5e51 is displayed in Fig. 1a.

The PE obtained with the same polarization of the light but for the transi
Ju5Jl61 behaves qualitatively differently. In this case expression~3! for the polariza-
tion P (t) with e5V(Jl)/VE(0)51 becomes

P ~ t !5 i2d~0!sin~u2/2!sin~u1/2!@cos~u1/2!F1~t!1sin~u1/2!F2~t!#, ~6!

where F1(t)[16@3t cos(t)1(t223)sin(t)# /t5 and F2(t)[16@t(t2215)cos(t)
23(2t225)sin(t)]/u1,2(0). Thedependence of the intensity of the PE onu1 andt in the
caseu25p is displayed in Fig. 1b.

4. It turns out that external fields make it possible to obtain PEs of a completely
type — a photon echo of a single light pulse.6,9 In the case of an ordinary photon echo t
rephasing of the atomic oscillators after the first,p/2 light pulse is due to the subseque
irradiation of the ensemble of atoms by a second,p pulse. In our case this can b
775 775JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 G. N. Nikolaev
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achieved without repeated irradiation by making a specific change in the value o
magnetic field. Indeed, after the atoms are irradiated with a light pulse, the ind
macroscopic dipole moment decays as a result of the dephasing of individual osci
with different frequencies according to Eq.~1!. Since this frequency difference depen
on H, rephasing of the macroscopic dipole moment can be achieved and therefore
can be obtained by changing the field~changing its sign! after the light pulse. The
intensity of the photon echo in this case reaches a maximum at the time when the in
of the field over the time elapsed after the irradiation with the first pulse vanishes.

The polarization of such a single-pulse PE can be represented by the same re
~2! and~3! which describe a two-pulse PE. However, expression~4! for S(Ml ,t) must be
replaced in this case by the following expression:S(Ml ,t)5(1/2)exp(i @V0t1c̃(Ml ,t)#),
where c̃(Ml ,t)5*0

t D(Ml ,t8)dt8. Let this unusual PE be induced by a single linea
polarized light pulse whose frequency is in resonance with the frequency of the a
transition withJu5Jl . In this case the expression for the polarizationP (t) of the light in
the continuous approximation indicated above has the form

P ~ t !5 i ~d~Jl !/A11y2~Jl !!@ j 1~c~ t !1Q!2 j 1~c~ t !2Q!12~y~Jl !/

A11y2~Jl !!D~c~ t !,Q!#, ~7!

whereQ[uA11y2(Jl) andc(t)[c̃(Jl ,t). The dependence of the intensity of the P
on u andc in the casey(Jl)51 is displayed in Fig. 2a.

A PE obtained with the same light polarization but for the transitionJu5Jl61
behaves qualitatively differently. In this case the expression for the polarizationP (t)
with V(Jl)/VE(0)51 is

P ~ t !52id~0!@sin~u! j 1~c~ t !!/c~ t !2~12cos~u!! j 2~c~ t !!/c~ t !#, ~8!

where u5u(0) and j 2(x)[2x(d/dx)@ j 1(x)/x# is a second-order spherical Bess
function.8 The dependence of the intensity of the PE onu andc is shown in Fig. 2b.

5. This qualitative difference in the behavior of PE for different transitions can
interpreted as follows. As indicated above, transitions between different sublevels
not only in their frequencies, as a result of the anomalous Zeeman effect, but also

FIG. 1. Intensity of the photon echo~in arbitrary units,u25p, e51) as a function ofu1 andt: a — Case of
a transition withJu5Jl (y(Jl)51); b — case of a transition withJu5Jl11 (V(Jl)/VE(0)51).
776 776JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 G. N. Nikolaev
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matrix elements of the dipole moments, which influence the strength of the intera
with the light. Therefore the Bloch vector for each transition is rotated through a diffe
angle by the light pulse, the rotation for each transition occurring, in general, ar
different axes. As a result of this, the total macroscopic moment of the atoms imm
ately after the passage of the light pulse will also be different for different transiti
Figure 3 displays for the transitions under study a polar diagram of the initial distribu
of the dimensionless dipole moment (ds(m)1 idq(m))/d after the passage of a ligh
pulse. Hereds(m) is the in-phase component of the transition dipole moment w
Ml5mJl anddq(m) is the quadrature component. The dipole momentd equalsd(Jl) for
the case in Fig. 3a andd(0) for the case in Fig. 3b. In the ordinary PE effect the dip
moments for all atoms after passage of the first,p/2 pulse are identical and are directe
in theq direction~dashed line in Fig. 3a!. The diagram in Fig. 3b is obviously closer t
the classical case than the diagram in 3a. Therefore the form of the PE for the case
is closer to that of an ordinary PE.

Since the form of the photon echo depends radically on the type of optical trans
this can be used to determine experimentally the characteristics of the atomic
which are coupled. The above-examined mechanism of the formation of the un
photon echo extends the conditions under which the echo can appear: Such a PE

FIG. 2. Intensity of the photon echo of a single light pulse~in arbitrary units! as a function ofc andu. a —
Case of a transition withJu5Jl (y(Jl)51); b — case of a transition withJu5Jl11 (V(Jl)/VE(0)51).

FIG. 3. Polar diagram of the initial~after the first light pulse! distribution of the complex dimensionless dipo
moments of the atoms (ds(m)1 idq(m))/d: a — Case of a transition withJu5Jl ; b — case of a transition with
Ju5Jl11.
777 777JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 G. N. Nikolaev
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observed even in the case when homogeneous line broadening predominates. S
cally, a photon echo of this type is possible in atomic or molecular gases under
pressure, in the infrared and far-IR regions of the spectrum, as well as from c
trapped atoms or ions.
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Quantum theory of cooling of atoms below the one-
photon recoil energy by a pulsed field

A. V. Ta chenachev,a) A. M. Tuma kin, and V. I. Yudin
Novosibirsk State University, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 24 April 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 10, 744–749~25 May 1997!

A completely quantum-analytical description of the cooling of atoms
with angular momentaj g51→ j e51 by a pulseds12s2 field is de-
veloped. The problem of the change produced in the distribution of the
atoms over the internal and translational degrees of freedom by a single
field pulse is solved exactly with respect to recoil effects. Recurrence
formulas for the distribution after the action of an arbitrary sequence of
pulses are found in analytical form. It is shown thatN field pulses result
in the formation and narrowing of peaks at discrete points in momen-
tum space as well as broadening of the envelope of these peaks. Ex-
plicit formulas are obtained for the peaks and envelopes in the case of
a wide initial momentum distribution, and their asymptotic behavior for
N@1 is investigated. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00410-6#

PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj

1. The pioneering works listed as Ref. 1 initiated intensive investigations of
kinetic manifestations of coherent population trapping~CPT!. Different schemes for lase
cooling of atoms below the one-photon recoil energy by velocity-selective CPT in fi
with spatial polarization and intensity gradients have now been developed theoreti2

and partially implemented experimentally.1,3 Recently, two groups proposed a ne
pulsed~Ramsey! cooling scheme,4,5 which, as is evident from the experimental resul5

and quantum simulations,4 makes it possible to obtain narrower structures in the velo
distribution of the atoms and within a shorter time than in the case of a continuo
acting field. This letter develops a completely quantum-analytical description of the R
sey cooling effect for the example of the transitionj g51→ j e51 in a pulseds12s2

field. Our basic approximation is that in the dark state the lifetime of the atoms, lim
by translational-motion effects, is much longer than the durationt of the light pulse. In
perturbation theory this condition can be expressed as the inequalitygt(kv/V)2!1 (g is
the radiation width of the excited level,kv is the Doppler shift, andV is the Rabi
frequency!,1,6 satisfaction of which implies that either the atoms are precooled or the
field is quite strong. Furthermore, we shall assume that a stationary interaction reg
realized, i.e.,gt@1 andgSt@1, whereS5V2/(g2/41d2) is the saturation paramete
andd is the detuning from resonance. Under these conditions, after the field puls
acted, the density matrix of the atoms in the coordinate representation has the for

r̂~z1 ,z2!5uCNC&W~z1 ,z2!^CNCu, ~1!
779 7790021-3640/97/100779-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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whereuCNC& is the dark state, i.e., the state which has not interacted with the field;
state is a coherent superposition of the wave functions of the magnetic sublevels
ground state~see Eq.~9! below!. The functionW depends on the initial~before the
application of the light pulse! density matrix and can be found exactly~without the use of
an expansion in terms of the recoil momentum! by the method which we described i
Ref. 6. The evolution of the density matrix of the atoms in the ground state during
propagation is determined by the kinetic energy operatorĤK . The solution of the prob-
lem of calculating the corresponding unitary operator exp(2i/\ĤKT) is well known. Ap-
plying in the required order the transformations indicated above, the atomic distrib
after the action of an arbitrary sequence of field pulses can be calculated. In the p
letter this problem is solved forj g51. Recurrence formulas relating the distributio
W(N11) after theN11-st pulse with the distributionW(N) after N pulses are found in
analytical form. It is shown that a sequence of pulses results in the formation and
rowing of peaks at discrete points in momentum space as well as broadening
envelope of these peaks. Explicit formulas are obtained for the peaks and envelop
case of practical interest — a wide ~compared with the photon pulse! initial momentum
distribution — and their asymptotic behavior forN@1 is studied. It is found that the
width of the peaks decreases as 1/AN and the width of the envelope increases asN1/4.

2. Let us examine the one-dimensional motion~along thez axis! of atoms whose
ground and excited states form the optical transitionj g51→ j e51 under a resonanc
interaction with a pulseds12s2 field. We assume that the field is monochroma
throughout the pulse durationt :

E~z,t !5e~z!E0 exp~2 ivt !1c.c., ~2!

e(z)5(e21 exp(ikz)2e11 exp(2ikz))/A2, where e6157(ex6 iey)/A2 are cyclic unit
vectors. The field~2! is linearly polarized everywhere in space. At the pointz50 the
polarization vectore(z) is oriented in the direction of thex axis, and at arbitraryz it is
rotated by the anglekz. It is convenient in this connection~as shown in Ref. 6! to switch
from the laboratory to a local coordinate system~CS! in which thex8 axis rotates to-
gether withe(z). Specifically, the Hamiltonian of the free atom in the rotating CS

Ĥ05ĤK1\v0P̂e , where

ĤK5
~ p̂2\kĴz!

2

2M
~3!

is the kinetic energy operator, which now depends on the angular momentum proj
operatorĴz , v0 is the transition frequency, and

P̂e5 (
me52 j e

j e

u j e ,me&^ j e ,meu ~4!

is the projection operator onto the excited state, andu j e ,me& are the wave functions of the
degenerate magnetic sublevels. The Hamiltonian of the resonance interaction of
with the field ~2! is spatially uniform in the local CS:

ĤA2F5\VV̂ exp~2 ivt !1 h.c., ~5!
780 780JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Ta chenachev et al.
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whereV is the Rabi frequency~which, with no loss of generality, we shall assume to
positive! and the dimensionless operatorV̂ is determined in terms of the Clebsch–Gord
coefficients~the quantization axis is directed along thez axis!: V̂5(V̂212V̂11)/A2,
where

V̂q5 (
me ,mg

u j e ,me&^ j e~ j g,1!,meu j g ,mg ;1,q&^ j g ,mgu. ~6!

Separating in the standard manner the rapid time dependence at the frequency
field, we obtain a quantum kinetic equation describing the evolution of the slow com
nents of the density matrix in the rotating CS:

]

]t
r̂~z1 ,z2!52

i

\
@ĤK ,r̂~z1 ,z2!#2 iV@~V̂1V̂†!,r̂~z1 ,z2!#2~~g/22 id!

3P̂er̂~z1 ,z2!1~g/21 id!r̂~z1 ,z2!P̂e!1g

3 (
q561,0

Qq~k~z12z2!!V̂q
†r̂~z1 ,z2!V̂q , ~7!

whered5v2v0 is the detuning from resonance and the functionsQq(k(z12z2)) de-
scribe the induced and spontaneous recoil effects:

Q61~kz!5
3

2 S sin~kz!kz
1
cos~kz!

~kz!2
2
sin~kz!

~kz!3 Dexp~7 ikz!;

Q0~kz!53S 2
cos~kz!

~kz!2
1
sin~kz!

~kz!3 D . ~8!

Equation~7! exactly takes into account the quantum effects which are due both to
mentum transfer from the field to the atoms in radiation processes and to the transla
motion of the atoms.

3. If the lifetime of the atoms in the dark state is much longer than the pulse dur
gt(kv/V)2!1, then in solving the problem of the change produced in the atomic
tribution by a light pulse, the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~7! can be dropped.
This gives a system of first-order ordinary differential equations]r/]t5Lr whose sta-
tionary solution has the form~1!. The dark stateuCNC& is annihilated by the operato
representing the interaction with the field,ĤA2FuCNC&50, and it is a superposition o
the Zeeman wave functions of the ground state:

uCNC&5
1

A2
~ u j g ,21&2u j g,1&). ~9!

The functionW(z1 ,z2) is a two-point distribution function in the local CS and is dete
mined by the momentum transfer in spontaneous and induced photon scattering pro
during the action of the field and also by the initial~before the action of the light pulse!
distribution over the internal and translational degrees of freedom. According to R
the functionW after the action of the field pulse can be written in the form
781 781JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Ta chenachev et al.
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W~z1 ,z2ut1t!5Tr$Ĉ~z12z2!r̂~z1 ,z2ut !%, ~10!

where the matrixĈ(z12z2) is the left eigenvector of the Liouville operatorL, corre-
sponds to the zero eigenvalue (CL50), and satisfies the normalization conditio
^CNCuĈ(z)uCNC&51. The explicit form of the matrix Ĉ for the transition
j g51→ j e51 was found in Ref. 6~Eq. ~37!! and, for lack of space, is not reproduce
here.

4. After the field is switched off, the atoms are in the ground state, so that
evolution during free propagation is determined by the kinetic energy operator~3!:

r̂~z1 ,z2ut1T!5expS 2
i

\
ĤKTD uCNC&W~z1 ,z2ut !^CNCuexpS i\ ĤKTD . ~11!

Combining Eqs.~11! and ~10!, we obtain a recurrence formula relating the distributi
W(N11) after the action of theN11-st pulse with the distributionW(N) after the action of
N pulses:

W~N11!~z!5W~N!~z!1S~kz!~W~N!~z14v rT/k!1W~N!~z24v rT/k!22W~N!~z!!,

S~kz!5
22Q21~kz!2Q1~kz!

822Q21~kz!22Q1~kz!
, ~12!

wherez5z12z2 and the dependence onz11z2 is dropped~we are studying the spatially
homogeneous case!. We shall determine the initial conditions for the recurrence~12!
as follows. Prior to the first pulse, let the atoms be in the ground state and po
an isotropic distribution over magnetic sublevelsrmg ,ng

(0) (z)5dmg ,ng
F (0)(z)/3,

whereF (0)(z) is the initial distribution in the laboratory CS. After the first pulse w
obtain

W~1!~z!5
2Q0~kz!14 cos~kz!

42Q21~kz!2Q1~kz!

F ~0!~z!

3
. ~13!

The formulas obtained solve the problem. Let us now examine separate cases.

5. The natural length scale in Eqs.~12! and~13! is the wavelengthl52p/k of the
light. If the momentum variance in the initial distribution is much greater than the ph
momentum, then the functionF (0)(z) is nonzero in a small~compared withl) neighbor-
hood of z50. In the same approximation, the distribution function after the action
N pulses consists of a regular system of peaks located at the points 0,64v rT/k,
68v rT/k . . . :

W~N!~z!5(
l

f l
~N!
E ~N!~z24v rTl/k!, ~14!

where the functionsE (N)(0)51 are nonzero in a small neighborhood ofz50 and
describe the change in the envelope at each step. The amplitudesf l

(N) of the peaks satisfy
the recurrence formula

f l
~N11!5f l

~N!1S~4v rTl !~f l21
~N! 1f l11

~N! 22f l
~N!! ~15!

with the initial conditionf l
(1)5d l ,0 ; E

(N) can be represented as a finite product
782 782JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Ta chenachev et al.
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E ~N!~z!5)
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N

~12~kz!2D ~ i !!F ~0!~z!, ~16!

where the ‘‘diffusion’’ coefficientD (1)511/30, andD (N.1)57(12f1
(N))/10 depends on

the amplitude.

The momentum distribution~Fourier transform with respect to the differencez)
corresponding to Eq.~14! is a productW̃(N)(p)5F (N)(p)Ẽ (N)(p) of a periodic~with
period 2p\k/4v rT) and symmetric~relative top50) function

F~N!~p!5112(
l51

N21

cos~4v rTlp/~\k!!f l
~N! ~17!

by a smooth envelopeẼ (N)(p).

Within the periodicity interval@2p\k/(4v rT), p\k/(4v rT)] the function ~17!
describes the formation of a maximum at the point where all harmonics interfere
structively, intensifying one another. As one can see from Eq.~15!, the coefficients
f l
(N) are real, symmetric (f l

(N)5f2 l
(N)), and positive. Therefore the maximum lies at t

point p50. As the numberN of pulses increases, the number of the harmonics in
~17! and their amplitudes increase. Obviously, this increases the maximum of the
tion F (N)(p) and decrease its width.

The observed distribution function in the laboratory CS is expressed in term
W̃(N)(p) by the formulaF̃ (N)(p)5(W̃(N)(p1\k)1W̃(N)(p2\k))/2, which describes
the splitting of each peak in a local basis into two peaks in the laboratory basis.

6. Formulas~15! and~16! make it possible to analyze the asymptotic behavior of
solution for a large number of pulses. ForN@1 the dependence of the coefficien
f l
(N) onN andl can be approximated by a smooth functionf(N,l ), and Eqs.~15! can be

approximated by a second-order differential equation]f(N,l )/]N5a]2f(N,l )/] l 2 with
the boundary conditionf(N,0)51 and the initial conditionf(0,l )50. Here we have
neglected the dependence of the coefficienta on l , as is valid for 4v rT@1. Therefore the
problem reduces to the heat conduction equation for a semi-infinite rod whose end i
at a constant temperature. The solution of this problem has the
f(N,l )512erf(l /(2AaN)), where the ‘‘thermal conductivity’’ isa51/4. Hence one
can see that the width of the peaks in the momentum distribution decreases as 1/AN. The
‘‘diffusion’’ coefficient D (N) in Eq. ~16! for the envelope of the peaks also has t
asymptote 1/AN. Therefore the width of the envelope increases asN1/4, and the relative
fraction of atoms in one peak~the area of the peak! decreases asN21/4.

It is interesting to note that similar asymptotes for the width and area of the p
are obtained in the problem of cooling by velocity-selective CPT in a station
s12s2 field,7 if N is taken as the interaction time with the field.

7. In this letter we have developed a comparatively simple analytical descriptio
the Ramsey cooling of atoms, assuming that the translational motion of the atoms c
completely neglected during the action of a light pulse. In the method presente
quantum effects due to recoil on absorption~emission! of photons and the free motion o
the atoms in the absence of a field are taken into account exactly. We have shown t
783 783JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Ta chenachev et al.
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interaction of the atoms with light pulses under conditions of coherent population
ping ~CPT! makes it possible to create a correlation between arbitrarily separated p
z1 andz2. This is of fundamental importance for atomic optics and atomic interferome
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Properties of IR-active lattice vibrations in the vicinity of
kinks in the Frenkel–Kontorova model

V. M. Burlakov and M. A. Moskalenko
Institute of Spectroscopy, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troitsk, Moscow R
Russia

~Submitted 10 April 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 10, 750–754~25 May 1997!

The properties of infrared lattice vibrations in the presence of kinks in
the Frenkel–Kontorova model are analyzed. Our results show that the
vibration of particles involved in kink formation is very similar to that
in a gap mode around a force-constant defect. We found that the IR
phonon mode intensity possesses a universal dependence on a certain
combination of system parameters and kink concentration. On the basis
of these results a criterion is proposed for separating the regime of
weakly interacting kinks in the system from the regime of a kink lattice.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00510-0#

PACS numbers: 63.20.2e

A system of interacting particles in a sinusoidal external potential~the Frenkel–
Kontorova ~FK! model1! is widely used for description of a broad variety of physic
phenomena, such as the statics and dynamics of incommensurate phases~see, e.g., Ref.
2!, transport properties in quasi-one dimensional conductors~see Ref. 3 and reference
therein!, diffusion of adatoms on a metal surface,4 etc. The features of the FK mode
which are usually explored relate to its kink-like solitons. Properties of the kinks h
been described in a number of publications.5–10 The dynamics of the FK model has als
been extensively studied, but mostly in relation to the kink lattice rather than to s
kinks.11–14At the same time, it is not yet completely clear at what values of the sys
parameters can the single-kink effects still be important.

The aim of the present study is to investigate the influence of both a single kink
a kink lattice on the infrared-active phonon spectrum and to specify the range of m
parameters in which its properties can be treated in terms of nearly independent
rather than in terms of the superstructure associated with the kink lattice.

The investigations were performed in two approaches: i! a molecular dynamics
~MD! simulation was used for relaxation of the system to an equilibrium state acco
to the method proposed in Ref. 15, after which all the particles were subjected to a
uniform, step-like displacement and the subsequent vibrations were analyzed by me
a Fourier transformation; ii! the eigenvector problem~EVP! was solved in the harmonic
approximation to study the vibrational spectrum of the system. The kinks in this
were taken into account through expansion of the potential energy around particle
librium positions determined from the MD simulation.

Let us consider a chain of particles of massm and chargee with nearest neighbor
785 7850021-3640/97/100785-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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interaction in the sinusoidal external potentialV(x)52(V•a2/4p2)cos(2px/a), where
a is the period of the potential. In case of a harmonic interparticle potential the equ
of motion fornth particle is

m
]2Un

]t2
1g

]Un

]t
1K2~2Un2Un212Un11!1

Va

2p
sinS 2p

Un

a D5eE~ t !, ~1!

whereg is phenomenological damping andE(t) is external electric field. Suppose th
the time-dependent positionUn of the particle can be represented
Un5na1Un

01dn(t),whereUn
0 is quasistatic variable describing a shift of the equil

rium position of the particle with respect to the corresponding potential minimum,
dn(t) describes a vibration of the particle about the new equilibrium positionUn

0 . Then
with the substitutionsdn(t)5dn(v)exp(ivt) andE(t)5E0 exp(ivt), Eq. ~1! can be split
into two equations:

K2~2Un
02Un21

0 2Un11
0 !1

V

2p
sin~2pUn

0!50, ~2!

dn~v!@Vcos~2pUn
0!2v21 ivg#1K2~2dn~v!2dn21~v!2dn11~v!!5E0 , ~3!

here and below we have adopted the valuesm51, e51 anda51. If one disregards the
trivial caseUn

050, Eq.~2! describes a quasistatic kink-like deformation of the chain~due
to neglect of the dynamical term we restrict our analysis to standing kinks only!, while
Eq. ~3! describes the particle vibration about the new equilibrium position. In the
tinuum limit Eq.~2! reduces to the sine-Gordon equation16 with the single-kink solution17

Un
0( i )52p21tan21$exp@62(n2i)a/Rk#%, Rk52AK2 /V can be regarded as the kink ra

dius measured in units ofa, andi is the kink position. Substituting this solution into E
~3!, one can obtain the complex succeptibilityx(v)5E0

21(dn(v), where the peaks in
Im(x(v)) correspond to resonancesv r , and Re(dn(v r)) corresponds to the suitabl
normalized eigenvector of the mode atv r .

It is well established that the presence of kinks~or domain walls! in case of a
negligible Peierls–Nabarro potential barrier results in a zero-frequency peak~phason
mode! in the optical conductivity spectrums(v)5v Im(x(v)) ~see Fig. 1! correspond-
ing to translational motion of kinks. The high-frequency peaks in Fig. 1 correspon
phonons, the strongest one being related to the in-phase vibrations of particles
potential wells. The particles involved in the kink formation obviously possess a hi
vibrational amplitude at low frequencies, while, as is seen in Fig. 2, they are al
completely eliminated from the phonon-like normal mode~the strongest peak in Fig. 1!.
Also shown, by the dashed lines in Fig. 2, are the eigenvectors for the case of an ex
force-constant defectDV( i ) at the particle sitei , with the rest particles being situate
inside the potential wells. The corresponding spectrum is also shown in Fig. 1.
strength of the defect is determined from the equation18

11
DV

N (
1

V14K2•sin
2S k2D

50, ~4!
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which implies zero-frequency gap mode formation in the vicinity of thei th particle. As is
shown in Fig. 2, the eigenvector of the gap mode is very close to that of the kink, w
the eigenvectors of the phonon-like mode are nearly the same in both cases. Al
localization lengthSgapof the gap mode~the half-width of the peak shown by the dash
line in Fig. 2! is equal toRk /A2 over a wide range ofRk values~see the inset in Fig. 2!.
On this basis one may treat the system with kinks as a defect, or impurity crystal, t
for the description of its vibrational properties all the results already known. For insta
it is well understood thatSgap is basically determined by the separationAV of the gap
mode from the optical band and by the bandwidth 2AK2. One may argue therefore tha
the similarity between kink and the gap-mode eigenvectors and the kink eigenvector
does not depend on the potential anharmonicity, provided that its influence on the a
mentioned parameters is small enough. Thus, we expect that our results will be app
for a more realistic interparticle potential, too. From the analogy between the kinks

FIG. 1. Conductivity spectra of the Frenkel–Kontorova model containing 32 particles arranged over 31
tial wells: 1 is the spectrum calculated by Eq.~3! and (s) is that obtained by MD simulation forK254V,
AV536 arb. units;2 is the spectrum corresponding to a force-constant defectDV524.1231V ~see text!, for a
position of the kink at the middle particle No.16.

FIG. 2. The kink and the phonon~the strongest peak in Fig. 1! eigenvectors obtained in ways corresponding
those in Fig. 1. The symbols in the inset show the dependence of the gap-mode radius on the kink
Rk52AK2/V.
787 787JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 V. M. Burlakov and M. A. Moskalenko
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defects it follows also that the IR phonon mode intensity will show a linear decr
versusnk for low kink concentration. This indeed does take place in certain rang
Rk values.

Although theN-kink solution of Eq.~2! is also available,19 it is more convenient to
approximate it by a sum of single-kink solutions. Our MD study of the ground state
system consisting of 128 particles arranged in 128Nk potential wells with cyclic boundary
conditions showed that even forNk@1 (Nk is the number of kinks! the kink lattice can
be perfectly described as a sum of the single-kink solutions withRk.2AK2 /V. Namely,
for Nk58 andK254V (Rk

theor54.0) the valueRk
exp .3.94 has been obtained. Simila

results have also been obtained for the case when the number of potential wells e
that of the particles. The dipole moment spectrumI (v)5Im@(dn(v)/E0# has been both
calculated from~3! with Un

05(Un
0( i ) replaced byRk5Rk

exp and obtained from MD
simulation via a fluctuation-dissipation approach for various values ofh5Rknk
(nk5Nk/128 is the kink concentration!. The two approaches agree rather well even
very low frequencies, although the harmonic approximation obviously fails atv50. Two
examples of the particle arrangement and corresponding eigenvectors of the IR vibr
are presented in Fig. 3. The eigenvectors forh50.25 look quite similar to those for the
single kink or gap mode, while forh50.5 even the particles which still occupy th
potential wells and are not involved in the kink formation are strongly involved in
characteristic IR vibration~compare Figs. 3a and 3b!. It should be pointed out that ther
is no noticeable difference between the commensurate and incommensurate cases~where
the kink lattice period is or is not equal, respectively, to an integer number of thea) if the
kink concentration is not too high. Otherwise the difference manifests itself in a s
shift of the position of the zero-frequency peak shown in Fig. 1.

Let us now discuss the question of the intensity of the phonon peaks shown in
1 as a function of the parameterh. For this investigation we used the EVP approa
using Eq.~3! for various values ofK2 /V andnk . The results are presented in Fig. 4. T
integrated intensityIS5* I (v)dv of the phonon peaks reveals a universal dependenc
the parameterh5Rknk . We found also that the eigenvectors of the strongest IR vibra
obtained for differentnk but for the sameh values, can be transformed to each other
proper scaling ofa, i.e., they obey some sort of scaling invariance. Note, that the pa
eter h means the volume fraction~in the 1D case! occupied by the kinks, and th

FIG. 3. a: The particle arrangement in the FK model of 128 particles~shown by symbols! in 120 potential wells
~solid line!. b: The eigenvectors of the kink-like~1, 3! and phonon-like~2, 4! modes.K254V ~solid symbols!
andK2516V ~open symbols!, AV536 arb. units.
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observed decrease inIS at low h values can be interpreted as washing out of the h
frequency density of states by gap modes associated with the kinks. At higherh, when
the kinks form a real lattice and eventually a sinusoidal superstructure due to intera
with each other, the decrease inIS}h slows down because the real kink radius can
exceed~in any case! one-half of the kink lattice period. Indeed, the linear decrease
IS shown in Fig. 4 ends at a cutoff value ofh.0.4, which implies that the aforemen
tioned restriction on the kink radius isRk< 0.4ks

21 (ks5nk) whereks is the kink lattice
~or superstructure! wave vector measured in units ofp/2a. Thus, we can display a rang
of parametersksAK2 /V <0.2 in which it is possible~or even necessary! to describe the
properties of the system in terms of independent kinks rather than in terms of
effective superstructure related to the kink lattice. Since the IR eigenvectors have
argued to be not very sensitive to anharmonicity, one might expect that this criterion
hold for more realistic potentials too.

Using the above criterion, one can tell whether the kinks are important for
description of some particular system. For example, in the charge-density-wave co
tor ~TaSe4)2I the superstructure wave vectorks.0.085~Ref. 20!, AV can be associated
with the giant IR peak frequencyv;0.005 eV~Ref. 21!, and an upper bound onAK2 can
be estimated asAK2,vp.1 eV ~Ref. 22!, wherevp is the plasma frequency. Thus on
obtainsksAK2 /V,1, which implies that the kink effects can be important in this co
pound. A more detailed consideration of the vibrational properties of 1D conducto
the basis of the results obtained here will be given in a forthcoming paper.

In conclusion, we have shown that: i! the vibrational properties of kinks in th
Frenkel–Kontorova model are very similar to those of the gap modes in a 1D crysta
force-constant defects; ii! on the basis of the universal dependence of the IR pho
mode intensity on certain combination of the system parameters it is possible to es
whether single-kink effects are important for a particular physical system.

FIG. 4. Integrated intensity of the phonon-like modes versush5Rknk calculated according to Eq.~3! for FK
model of 128 particles arranged in 112 wells~1! (nk51/8), 120 wells~2! (nk51/16), and 124 wells~3!
(nk51/32).
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Quasiparticle dynamics and phase locking in a S–I–S
multilayer Josephson junction

D. A. Ryndyka)

Institute for Physics of Microstructures, Russian Academy of Sciences, 603600 GSP-
Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

~Submitted 14 April 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 10, 755–759~25 May 1997!

New dynamical equations describing the Josephson effect and nonequi-
librium quasiparticle distribution in a multilayer Josephson tunnel
structure atT;Tc are obtained, starting from the microscopic theory. It
is shown that quasiparticle dynamics has a strong influence on the
Josephson effect. Novel regimes with giant charge-imbalance oscilla-
tions are found. A new type of hysteresis on the current–voltage char-
acteristic is predicted. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00610-5#

PACS numbers: 74.40.1k, 74.50.1r, 74.80.Dm

The dynamics of multilayer Josephson structures has been an important sub
theoretical and experimental investigations during the last few years. Recent exper
on the Josephson effect in artificial Nb–AlOx–Nb stacked junctions

1 and natural layered
high-Tc superconductors

2 show that these structures have a similar dynamic behavior
can be considered on a common basis.3 In both of these systems the interaction betwe
Josephson junctions and their mutual phase locking are of great interest and impo
A theory of magnetic coupling in layered structures is developed in Ref. 4 and appli
the problem of the synchronization of the Josephson vortex motion. But in the ca
thin superconducting layers some other mechanisms are to be taken into account
cially disequilibrium~of the electron–hole imbalance type! of the quasiparticle distribu-
tion inside the superconducting layers, which can be essential if the layer thicknessd0 is
smaller than the characteristic length of the disequilibrium relaxationl E ~see Refs. 5–7
and references therein!. This criterion is obviously fulfilled for structures with
layers of atomic thickness~high-Tcsuperconductors!. For artificial structures
l E5A2\DT/pD2(114D2te

2/\2)1/4, where te
21514g\21QD

22T3z(3)is the inelastic
electron–phonon scattering frequency,g is the electron–phonon interaction consta
QD is the Debye temperature,D5 lvF/3 is the electron diffusion coefficient,D is the
energy gap,l is the mean free path, andvF is the Fermi velocity. A typical value ofl E is
about 1mm, so thatd0! l E can be fulfilled at least atT;Tc , whereD→0 andl E→`.
Disequilibrium results in the so-called quasiparticle coupling, which is well known
S–N–Sjunction systems.

In this paper we consider the Josephson effect with the quasipartical dynamics
into account in aS–I–S multilayer Josephson tunnel structure with layer thickn
d0! l E , so that the superconductors are in a homogeneous nonequilibrium state. W
assume the dirty limit (l!d0) and use the averaged-over-momentum-direction quasi
791 7910021-3640/97/100791-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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ticle distribution functionne
i introduced by Eliashberg,8 which describes the quasielectro

~at e.0) and quasihole ~at e,0) energy distributions. In equilibrium
ne
i 5n2e

i 5ne
(0)51/2(12tanh(ueu/2T)).

The origin of the nonequilibrium Josephson effect inS–I–S systems is well
established.9–11 First of all, a tunnel junction is a source of disequilibrium in a nons
tionary state due to injection of quasiparticles, so thatne

i changes in some way. We sta
from the kinetic equation forne

i (t) in the i th layer, obtained for the present system
Bulyzhenkov and Ivlev,9 Ivlev,10 and Gulyan and Zharkov:11

ue

]ne
i

]t
5Qi21 i~ne!1Qi11 i~ne!1I e–ph~ne

i !, ~1!

I e–ph(ne) is the electron–phonon collision integral andQ(ne) is the tunnel source o
disequilibrium, which for tunneling fromSi to Sj has the form~at T;Tc)

Qi j ~ne!5
n

2
@~ue2v1ueue2v!~be2v2be2ae!2~ue1v2ueue1v!~be1v2be2ae!

1~11ue!ae2v1~12ue!ae1v#sign e, ~2!

where we introduce the following notations in every layer:

ae5~ne2n2e!u~e22D2!sign e, be5~ne1n2e21!u~e22D2!sign e, v5
\

2

dw i j

dt
,

ue5
ueuu~e22D2!

Ae22D2
, ve5

Du~e22D2!sign e

Ae22D2
, we5

Du~D22e2!

AD22e2
,

w i j5u j2u i is the Josephson phase difference, all functions with shifted arguments
to the superconductorSi ~the injector! and all functions with unshifted arguments rela
to the superconductorSj , n5(4e2N(0)RSd0)

21 is the ‘‘tunnel frequency,’’R is the
normal resistivity of the tunnel junction,V5Sd0 is the volume of the superconductin
layer, andN(0)5mpF/2p2.

A nonequilibriumne results in generation of a nonzero invariant potential

F5f1~\/2e!~]u/]t !

in the superconducting layers, wheref is the electrostatic potential andu is the phase of
superconducting condensate (F50 in the equilibrium state!. The shift of the chemical
potential of the superconducting condensate from its equilibrium value isms5eF and is
determined by

eF5E
D

`

~ne2n2e!de5E
D

`

aede, ~3!

which is a direct consequence of the quasineutrality condition.8 From ~3! one can see tha
F is proportional to the difference in the electron and hole distribution functions and
is associated with the so-called ‘‘charge imbalance.’’ Charge-imbalance phenomena
been extensively studied in tunnel structures, beginning from the pioneer wo
Tinkham and Clarke.12 Besides a large variety of static states~e.g., at a resistive N–S
792 792JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 D. A. Ryndyk
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boundary!, weak charge imbalance oscillations are investigated in the form of li
waves~see the review in Ref. 6! and also in Josephson junctions.13 In this work we
show that new regimes with strong charge imbalance oscillations can arise inS–I–S
multilayer structures.

Energy gapD is to be obtained from the nonequilibrium self-consistency equat

15gE
D

QD 12ne2n2e

~e22D2!1/2
de5gE

D

QD 2be

~e22D2!1/2
de. ~4!

The next important point to notice is that in the nonequilibrium regime an ordin
Josephson relation (dw/dt)5(2e/\)V between the Josephson phase differen
w i j5u j2u i and voltageVi j5f i2f j is violated.

5–7 Instead, we have~from the definition
of F)

dw i j

dt
5
2e

\
Vi j1

2e

\
~F j2F i !. ~5!

The tunnel current also is different from the equilibrium one. A correct expression in
casedw i j /dt5const was obtained by Gulyan and Zharkov:11

Ji j5J0 sin~w i j !1J1 cos~w i j !1Jqp ,

J05
1

2eRE2`

`

de@vewe1vbe1ve1vwebe1v#,

J15
1

2eRE2`

`

deveve1v~be1v2be!,

Jqp5
1

2eRE2`

`

de$ueue1v~be2be1v!1ueae1v2ue1vae%. ~6!

From ~5! and~6! we see that disequilibrium modifies the interlayer Josephson effect
a self-consistent description is necessary. The kinetic equation~1!, ~2! together with the
Josephson relation~5!, current expression~6! and self-consistency equations~3!, ~4! are
the full set of equations to be solved.

In this paper we consider temperaturesT;Tc , at which an analytical solution of the
kinetic equations may be obtained. It means that we use a small parameterD/T!1, and
the results have the same accuracy. Furthermore, a typical Josephson voltage is
order ofVc5RIc , where I c5(p/2)(D/eR)tanh(D/2T) ~the Ambegaokar–Baratoff for
mula!. At T;Tc we obtainVc5(p/4)(D/e)(D/T) and thuseVc!D!T. Typical Joseph-
son frequencies are\vJ;2eVc!D, T, and finallyeF!D. As a result of these equali
ties, kinetic equation is linear and may be solved in adiabatic limit in which
microscopic expressions~6! and ~2! for the current and tunnel source, respectively,
correct. We can also neglect change in the energy gap in this case.

At D!T the potentialF is determined by the quasiparticle distribution over a la
energy rangee;T, and the anomalies ate;D can all be neglected. Takingv!T, we
obtain from~2!
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~0!

de
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i Gsign e.

Because this tunnel source is antisymmetric over energies, we can
be5be

(0)52tanh(e/2T) at ueu.D in the first approximation~and, accordingly, for equi-
librium D), and forae

i we obtain

dae
i

dt
52nF v i21 i2v i i11

2T cosh2~e/2T!
22ae

i 1ae
i211ae

i11G2tq
21ae

i , ~7!

where we takeI e–ph(ne) in the t approximation, which is correct in our case, a
tq5(4T/pD)te is a well-known charge-imbalance relaxation time.

A solution of equation~7! in all layers simultaneously can be found in the we
known form6

ae
i 5

eF i~ t !

2T cosh2~e/2T!
. ~8!

One can see that the self-consistency equation~3! is satisfied automatically, and fo
F i(t) we obtain

tq
dF i

dt
1F i5h~Vi21 i2Vii11!, ~9!

where

h52ntq5
8T

pD
nte ~10!

is the parameter of disequilibrium. Ath50 we obtainF50 and the ordinary Josephso
relations. In the same approximation we obtain from~6! the expression for the current

Ji j5Jc sin~w i j !1
Vi j

R
. ~11!

Taking ~9!, ~11!, and~5!, we obtain the full set of dynamical equations for aS–I–S
multilayer structure with nonequilibrium layers.

dw i j

dt
5
2e

\
Vi j1

2e

\
~F j2F i !,

Ji j5Jc sin~w i j !1
Vi j

R
1C

dVi j
dt

5J~ t !, ~12!

tq
dF i

dt
1F i5h~Vi21 i2Vii11!, V~ t !5(

i
Vii11 .

Here the displacement currentCdV/dt associated with the junction capacitanceC is
added as in the usual tunnel theory, andJ(t) and V(t) are the external current an
voltage. This set of equations describes the quasiparticle interaction between Jos
junctions. At h50 this system describes noninteracting junctions with indepen
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phasesw i j (t). In the static limit our equations coincide with the equations obtained
Ivlev.10 In the case of zero capacitance (C50! they are similar to the system obtained b
Artemenko and Volkov forS–N–Slike structures.6 One sees that at finiteh a trivial
solutionw i j5w(t), m50 always exists. But we find that this solution can be unsta
~due to parametric instability of the charge imbalance!, and a strongF;V arises in this
case.

Below we consider~as an example! a simpleS–I–S8–I–S Josephson tunnel struc
ture with equilibrium banks~S! and a thin middle layer~S8) in the fixed-current limit, and
in dimensionless form we obtain

b
d2w1

dt2
1
dw1

dt
1sin~w1!2m2b

dm

dt
5 j ,

b
d2w2

dt2
1
dw2

dt
1sin~w2!1m1b

dm

dt
5 j ,

a
dm

dt
1m5h̃S dw1

dt
2
dw2

dt D , ~13!

b5
2eJcR

2C

\
, a5

tqvc

112h
, h̃5

h

112h
,

m~ t !5
2e

\vc
F~ t !, vc5

2eRJc
\

, t5vct.

The current–voltage characteristics of a large-b junction at various coupling param
etersh (a50.01, b510, h̃50.05,0.3) are shown in Fig. 1, and the correspond
m(t) dynamics is shown at one selected point. We see that at small coupling (h̃50.05,
Fig. 1a! the current–voltage characteristic is the same as for two independent junc
but the junction phases are locked due to the quasiparticle interaction. At large cou
(h̃50.3, Fig. 1b! the ‘‘charge-imbalance’’ regime at low currents gives way to t
phase-locked regime at high currents, and novel type of hysteresis takes place.

FIG. 1. Current–voltage characteristics of aS–I–S8–I–S Josephson structure at small coupling~a! and large
coupling ~b! between junctions.
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Finally, we have shown that the dynamics ofS–I–Smultilayer Josephson structure
is drastically altered by quasiparticle effects in the case of strong coupling.
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Solitary flexural waves on a supersonic domain wall in
yttrium orthoferrite

M. V. Chetkin, Yu. N. Kurbatova, and V. N. Filatov
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 15 April 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 10, 760–765~25 May 1997!

Solitary flexural waves on a supersonic domain wall in yttrium ortho-
ferrite are observed and investigated. These waves have a sharp leading
edge and a protracted trailing edge, reminiscent of the waves accom-
panying moving vertical Bloch lines in iron garnet films. The total
velocity of the solitary flexural waves in yttrium orthoferrites for all
observed amplitudes equals the maximum velocity of the domain walls.
Two solitary waves with identical amplitudes colliding head-on are
annihilated. The waves possess topological charges, and they move and
form dynamic profiles under the influence of gyroscopic forces.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!00710-X#

PACS numbers: 75.50.Gg, 75.70.Kw

The dynamics and collisions of topological magnetic solitons — vertical Bloch l
~VBLs! — in iron garnet films have now been investigated in detail both experimen
and theoretically. In those investigations the solitary flexural waves arising unde
influence of gyroscopic forces accompanying moving VBLs are recorded. This tech
employs the Faraday effect and double- and triple-exposure high-speed photogra
real-time.1 Static VBLs are also recorded by the method of dark-field anisotropic diff
tion of light.2

The existence of VBLs in iron garnets is connected with the fact that the mag
moments are able to rotate not only in the plane of the domain wall but also in a
perpendicular to wall. As a rule, the antiferromagnetism vectorsl of orthoferrites can
rotate in theac or theab plane. In the first case, the weak ferromagnetism vector
rotates in the same plane.3 Until recently, VBLs had not been observed in orthoferrite
neither in statics nor dynamics. In Ref. 4 solitary flexural waves — large-amplitude k
on domain walls~DWs! — moving with the speed of sound were observed in yttriu
orthoferrite. This letter reports the results of an experimental investigation of the m
and collisions of small-amplitude solitary waves on a DW in yttrium orthoferrite t
could be interpreted as the observation of dynamic VBLs moving with supersonic
locities on DWs in yttrium orthoferrite. The observation of small-amplitude kinks
supersonic DWs in yttrium orthoferrite was reported in Ref. 5. They were observe
only 4 ns. Their appearance was quite accidental. Their lifetimes and collision times
not investigated. In the present work we studied the dynamics of domain walls in
~several tens of microns thick! yttrium orthoferrite slabs cut out perpendicular to the op
axis, by double-exposure high-speed photography using 0.25 ns light pulses. The
pulse was obtained by means of a nitrogen laser and a dye laser amplifier pumpe
797 7970021-3640/97/100797-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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transverse discharge. We used this setup before to investigate the dynamics of D
orthoferrites, but in the present work we made a number of improvements in it. Sp
cally, a vitrified glass plate with a small opening was used in the spark gap o
transverse-discharge laser. The opening stabilized the triggering time of the laser a
long-term operation of the laser. A single Ne´el-type DW, oriented perpendicular to th
surface of the sample, was established by means of a gradient magnetic field, or
perpendicular to the surface of the sample, with gradH5800 Oe/cm. This wall was
oriented perpendicular to thea axis of the slab. The magnetic moments in the domains
different sides of the wall lay in a plane perpendicular to thea axis, at angles of640° to
the plane of the sample. As usual,6 the DW was set in motion by a pulsed field produc
by two coils ~each having an inner diameter of 1.5 mm! glued on the surface of the
sample. The dependence of the velocity of DWs in such a slab for different orienta
of the walls in the plane of the slab is displayed in Fig. 1. For a purely Ne´el DW, the
region where the velocity of the wall is constant and equal to the velocity of transv
sound extends over 100 Oe. This is a very wide region, and its width could be due
comparatively small thickness of the experimental sample~in this case 30mm!. The
constant-velocity region gradually decreases in width as the DW is rotated in the pla
the sample, and, in accordance with the earlier experimental data and the prediction
theory in Ref. 6, for a Bloch DW, oriented parallel to thea axis, it practically vanishes
Here a region in which the velocity of the DW is constant and equal to the velocit
transverse@sic# sound becomes appreciable. One or two separate wires 20mm in diam-
eter were glued on the same sample perpendicular to the static position of the Ne´el DW
with the largest constant-velocity region for the purpose of passing a current produc
local decelerating magnetic fields for a brief time~several tens of nanoseconds!. This
current was applied after the entire DW had acquired a definite velocity in response
pulsed current in the coils advancing the DW. A theory of the width of the region
constant velocity equal to the velocity of transverse sound for a Ne´el DW in orthoferrite
was examined in Ref. 7, but the finite width of the sample, which influences the wid
the region of constant velocity of the DW near the velocity of sound, was neglected

FIG. 1. Velocity of Néel ~1! and Bloch (s) domain walls versus the magnetic field in a 30mm thick
YFeO3 slab, cut perpendicular to the optic axis.
798 798JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Chetkin et al.
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one can see from Fig. 1, the transition of a Ne´el DW moving with the velocity of
transverse sound to a supersonic velocity occurred very sharply in our experiment. The
after a decelerating pulse was applied to the separate wires, solitary flexural waves w
sharp leading and protracted trailing edges, lagging completely behind the DW an
moving from right to left along the wall, were clearly observed on the nearly rectilinear
sections of the DW, which were moving with a velocity of 12 km/s from bottom to top.
The dark strip in Fig. 2 represents the region traversed by the DW in the time betwee
two light pulses. The velocities of flexural waves with two different amplitudes along the
DW, which are determined from the double-exposure high-speed photographs, we
equal to 16 km/s. The profile of these solitary flexural waves remained unchange
throughout the entire experimentally accessible observation time, right up to 50–60 n
Solitary flexural waves, produced by a pulsed current in each of the two separate wir
and moving in opposite directions, were observed. The interval of velocities of the entir
DW where these solitary flexural waves could be observed was very narrow, 200 m/s. A
lower and higher velocities of the DW, solitary flexural waves moving along the DW did
not arise and were not observed. Figure 3 displays a double-exposure high-speed pho
graph of a moving DW. The time delay between the two light pulses equals 9 ns. A
solitary flexural wave travels along the DW from left to right. In Fig. 2 the solitary

FIG. 2. Double-exposure high-speed photograph of solitary flexural waves on a moving domain wall in yttrium
orthoferrite. The wall moves from bottom to top; the solitary waves move from right to left. The delay time
Dt59 ns. The arrows mark the positions of the solitary waves.
799 799JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Chetkin et al.
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conductor is almost invisible; it was glued close to the coils. In Fig. 3 two conductors
be seen to intersect the DW; each conductor could produce a pair of solitary fle
waves moving in opposite directions. In our experiments their velocities along the
were identical in absolute magnitude. Hence it can be concluded that small-amp
kinks move under the influence of a gyroscopic force which is proportional to the ve
ity of the DW. In orthoferrites this velocity is very high and allows motion of kinks w
all observed amplitudes and a total velocity of 20 km/s. The velocities of the DWs
much lower in the case of iron garnets, so that the velocities of the waves accompa
VBLs have been linked to their topological charges and, in consequence, with
amplitudes as well. This is why the situation in iron garnets is different from tha
yttrium orthoferrite. The maximum velocity of a DW in orthoferrites is 20 km/s a
equals the velocity of spin waves on the linear section of their dispersion relation. A
the solitary flexural waves that we observed experimentally in yttrium orthoferrite mo
with a velocity of 16 km/s along the DW, regardless of their amplitude. The velo
U of the solitary waves, the velocityV of the DW, and the maximum velocityc were
related by the relation

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, for a solitary wave moving from left to right.
800 800JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Chetkin et al.
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U21V25c2. ~1!

Such a relation for low-amplitude disturbances on a one-dimensional orthoferrite wa
been obtained theoretically from the linearized equation of motion.8 The result~1! was
obtained experimentally and pertains to easily observable amplitudes of the non
solitary waves. It means that the leading edge of a solitary wave is part of a DW w
velocity cannot exceed a maximum velocity equal toc. Therefore a similarity exists
between the dynamic profiles of solitary flexural waves on supersonic DWs in ytt
orthoferrite and the analogous profiles in iron garnet films, where they undoub
accompany vertical Bloch lines. It can be concluded from this similarity that VBL-t
topological formations arise even on supersonic DWs in orthoferrite. This result is
firmed by direct experiments on head-on collisions of two solitary flexural waves with
same amplitudes and moving along a DW in the experimental orthoferrite slab. In
4a, under illumination by the first light pulse, these waves are 220mm apart. Five
nanoseconds later they have almost completely annihilated one another. Complet
hilation is seen in Fig. 4b. The dynamics and mechanism of appearance of topol
magnetic solitons on DWs in orthoferrite have not yet been studied theoretically.
surface of the orthoferrite slab, where the spin-reorientation field should be weake
in a bulk sample,9,10 could play a large role in the appearance of solitary flexural wa
and, possibly, the VBL-type topological formations which are associated with th
True, in Kerr-effect magnetooptic investigations, where the Kerr effect apparently o
at a depth of several tens of angstroms, the effect of the surface was observed on
the spin-orientation temperature. In Ref. 11, no effect was found in YFeO3 in ordinary
laboratory magnetic fields. In Ref. 9 it is shown that a Ne´el DW in an antiferromagne
remains stable with a pair of neighboring spins emerging into a plane perpendicular
wall. In a high transverse magnetic field, this emergence of the spins can happen
mutually perpendicular planes. A similar situation possible occurs in weak ferroma
as well, which in principle could result in the formation of VBLs. It seems to us that
instability of a supersonic domain wall in yttrium orthoferrite, manifested, specifically
a change in the orientation of the plane of the DW, and the absence of hysteresis
magnetic-field dependence of the velocityV of the DW in the supersonic range6 could
give rise to topological formations on a supersonic DW in yttrium orthoferrite. It is
interest to perform numerical calculations of the formation and dynamics of sol
flexural waves taking account of the rotation of the magnetic moments of the DW
plane perpendicular to theac plane. Model calculations can be performed for sm
damping parameters, which are characteristic of yttrium orthoferrite. These calcula
will shed light on the character of the profiles and amplitude of solitary flexural wa
their dependence on the velocity of the DW, and so on. However, the general mech
of the production of solitary flexural waves on domain walls in orthoferrites requir
separate theoretical analysis with allowance for the role of the surface and supe
instability of dynamic DWs in orthoferrite. It should be noted that attempts to decele
or accelerate local sections of a dynamic DW in yttrium orthoferrite have been m
before,6 but on much longer sections. They did not give rise to solitary waves. It has
been ruled out that the solitary flexural waves observed in the present work in yt
orthoferrite are much more stable than the analogous waves in iron garnets; this
lead to progress in the development of VBL-based memory systems.
801 801JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Chetkin et al.
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Fine structure of excitonic levels in quantum dots

R. I. Dzhioev, B. P. Zakharchenya, E. L. Ivchenko, V. L. Korenev,
Yu. G. Kusraev, N. N. Ledentsov, V. M. Ustinov, A. E. Zhukov, and
A. F. Tsatsul’nikov
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021
St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 21 April 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 10, 766–771~25 May 1997!

The experimental results of a study of the fine structure of the levels of
excitons localized in InAlAs quantum dots in an AlGaAs matrix are
reported. Transformations from optical orientation to alignment and
from alignment to orientation, which occur due to the exchange split-
ting of a dipole-active excitonic doublet and are allowed by the low
symmetry of a quantum dot, are observed in a longitudinal magnetic
field ~Faraday geometry!. A comparison of theory with experiment for
a self-organized ensemble of quantum dots enables a determination of
the character of the distribution over the dipole orientations for reso-
nance optical transitions. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00810-4#

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 71.35.2y, 33.15.Pw

When the electron and hole spin states are taken into account, the energy lev
excitons in semiconductors are degenerate, even in the case of simple bands. Spec
the ground statee1-hh1~1s! of an exciton with a heavy hole in quantum wells with th
zinc blende lattice is fourfold degenerate and is characterized by the angular mom
projectionsM5s1 j561 and62, where the electron spins561/2 and the hole an-
gular momentumj563/2. The exchange interaction splits this level into a radiat
doubletu61& and two close-lying, optically-inactive singlets. When the exciton is loc
ized in an anisotropic island or anisotropic quantum dot, the symmetry of the syst
lowered and the radiation doublets should split into two sublevels which are line
polarized in two orthogonal directions whose orientation is determined by the form o
localizing potential.1 In an optical near-field investigation of the photoluminescence sp
tra of excitons localized in GaAs/AlGaAs~001! quantum wells, Gammonet al.2 observed
exchange splitting of thee1-hh1~1s! doublet into two components polarized along t
@110# and @11̄0# axes. The analogous splitting occurring in type-II GaAs/AlGaAs~001!
superlattices on account of the localization of an exciton at an individual interface an
low (C2v) symmetry of a single isolated interface

3 has been studied by polarized phot
luminescence methods.4,5 It was shown that the observation of the ‘‘optical orientatio
optical alignment’’ or ‘‘alignment–orientation’’ transformation in a magnetic fieldBiz,
i.e., the observation of the linear~circular! polarization of the photoluminescence in th
case of circularly~linearly! polarized excitation, makes it possible to determine relia
the magnitude of the splitting and the direction of polarization of the optically ac
sublevels without resolving the fine structure spectrally. In the present work we inv
804 8040021-3640/97/100804-06$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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gated the fine structure of localized excitons in a self-organized system of InA
AlGaAs quantum dots.

The structures investigated were grown on semi-insulating GaAs~100! substrates by
molecular-beam epitaxy in a Riber 32P system with a solid-state source of As4. A
quantum-dot array was formed in a process of self-organized growth at a temperat
485 °C by depositing InxAl12xAs with an effective thickness of 1.6 nm (x50.45).6 The
rest of the structure was grown at a temperature of 700 °C under conditions of enrich
with arsenic. The active region in the sample consists of three rows of quantum
separated by 5 nm thick Al0.3Ga0.7As layers. It is bounded on the substrate and surf
sides by 50-period Al0.45Ga0.55As ~2 nm!/GaAs~1 nm! superlattices, which are followed
by 0.15 and 0.1mm thick AlxGa12xAs (x50.45–0.6) and Al0.6Ga0.4As layers, respec-
tively. The RHEED pattern from the surface of the growing film was used to monito
transition from two-dimensional uniform to three-dimensional nonuniform growth
InAlAs.

The samples were placed at the center of a superconducting solenoid and load
a cryostat with liquid helium. The helium was pumped down to a temperatureT52 K.
Both quasiresonance~Kr1 laser, lex56764 Å! and nonresonance~He–Ne laser,
lex56328 Å! photoexcitation were performed. The exciting light was incident on
sample at a small angle with respect to the growth axisz, along which the intensity was
recorded in the ‘‘reflection’’ geometry, and the polarization of the luminescence
analyzed in the Faraday geometry. In the experiments we used a modulation met
which the position of the analyzer is fixed and the sample is excited by light wi
variable sign of the circular or linear polarization at the frequency 26.61 kHz
photoelastic modulator.5 The values of the effective polarization were measured:

ra
c5

I a
s12I a

s2

I a
s11I a

s2
, ra

l 5
I a
1102I a

11̄0

I a
1101I a

1 1̄0
, ra

l 85
I a
1002I a

010

I a
1001I a

010. ~1!

Here the symbolI b
a represents the intensity of the recombination radiation in the (a,b)

configuration of the polarizer and analyzer, wherea andb stand for linear polarization
along the@100#, @010#, @110#, or @11̄0# axis or for circular polarizations1 or s2 .

The low-temperature photoluminescence spectrum of the experimental structu
der nonresonance excitation consists of a single band with half-widthD530 meV and a
maximum atE51.787 eV. Under quasiresonance excitation (\v51.832 eV), peaks
displaced from the exciting line by an amount equal to the energy of optical phono
GaAs~35 meV! and AlAs~48 meV! as well as a weakly expressed structure appear in
radiation spectrum. Such a transformation of the photoluminescence spectrum
resonance excitation was observed in Refs. 7 and 8 for an analogous system of qu
dots. The experimental data presented below were obtained on a phonon peak dis
from the laser line by 35 meV. Similar results are also obtained on a different phono
shifted by 48 meV from the exciting line.

Figure 1a displays the degree of circular polarization as a function of the longi
nal magnetic field~Faraday geometry! with excitation by circularly polarized light. A
substantial increase in the degree of polarization of the radiation followed by satur
805 805JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Dzhioev et al.
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are observed. The characteristic scale of the variation in the degree of polarizat
determined by the energy splitting of the excitonic radiation doublet and equals a
2.5 T.

Optical alignment of excitons is observed under excitation with light linearly po
ized along the@110# axis as well as along the@100# axis ~Figs. 1b and 1c!. In a longitu-
dinal magnetic field linear polarization is suppressed in the same characteristic ran
fields where an increase of circular polarization is observed~see Fig. 1a!. We note that
suppression of the alignment along@110# is determined by the difference of the degre
of linear polarization in zero and strong magnetic fields, since an intensity modulati
superposed on the measured degree of effective linear polarizationr110

l . This intensity
modulation is due to the difference in the absorption coefficients between light pola
along the@110# and@11̄0# axes~linear dichroism!, equals 13%, and is independent of t
field B. There is no linear dichroism in the case of excitation along the@100# and @010#
axes.

As indicated at the beginning of this letter, the combination of an anisotropic

FIG. 1. Optical orientation~a! and optical alignment of excitons along the@110# and@11̄0# axes~b! and along
the @100# and@010# axes~c! in a structure with quantum dots in a longitudinal magnetic field. The photolu
nescence was recorded at the wavelength 6890 Å under quasiresonance excitation withlex56764 Å. The solid
lines show the computational results obtained with the following values of the parame

\Ṽ/gim05\Ṽ2 /gim051.56 T,Pc
0547%, Pl

0534%, Pl 8
0

528%.
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of a
change interaction and the Zeeman effect in an exciton results in intercoupling o
optical orientation and alignment. This effect is demonstrated in Fig. 2a and 2b: I
experimental structure with quantum dots in a longitudinal magnetic field the orient
of the excitonic spins is intercoupled with the alignment of the oscillating dipole
ments in the system of axes@110# and @11̄0#. It should be noted particularly that unde
excitation with circularly polarized light in a magnetic field a component of linear po
ization in the system of axes@100# and @010# does not arise, nor is the reverse effe
observed, wherein linear polarization along the axes@100# and@010# is transformed into
circular polarization is also not observed.

The intensity of the photoluminescence in a magnetic field was also found to ex
a resonance change, associated with the anticrossing of the radiative and nonra
sublevels of thee1-hh1~1s! quartet~Fig. 2c!. It is obvious that anticrossing occurs
B54 T. A resonance variation in the circular polarization of the radiation is observe
the same value of the field and for excitation with light with a fixed line
polarizationE i @100#. Anticrossing of excitonic sublevels has been observed previo
in InAs/GaAs quantum dots.9

To analyze the optical orientation and alignment of excitons it is convenient to

FIG. 2. Conversion of optical alignment along the@110# axis into orientation~a! and conversion of orientation
into alignment along the@110# and @11̄0# axes ~b! in a longitudinal magnetic field. The solid lines wer
calculated for the same values of the parameters as the curves in Fig. 1, and the out-of-balance
f50.55. ~c! — Change produced in the intensity of the excitonic photoluminescence by anticrossing
sublevel of a radiative doublet with an optically inactive state of the exciton.
807 807JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Dzhioev et al.
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the doubletu61& as a pair of states with pseudospinS51/2. Then the Hamiltonian
describing the splitting of the doublet in a longitudinal magnetic fieldB i z can be written
in the form

H5\~V1s11V2s21V is3!, ~2!

where\V i5gim0B, gi is the longitudinalg factor of the exciton,m0 is the Bohr mag-
neton,s i are the Pauli matrices for the axes 1, 2, and 3 of the effective space in whic
pseudospin rotates, and\V1 and \V2 are the exchange splitting parameters of t
radiative doublet. ForV15V i50, V2Þ0 the components of the doublet are polariz
along the axesx i @1 1̄0# andy i @110# and forV25V i50, V1Þ0 they are polarized
along the axesx8i @100#, y8 i @010# rotated by 45° relative to thex, y axes. The average
values of the pseudospin projections are related with the degrees of polarization
emitted light ~Stokes parameters! by the simple relationsPl 852S1 , Pl522S2 , and
Pc52S3. Similar relations exist between the polarization of the incident light and
direction of pseudospinS0 at the moment of excitation, if no partial loss of polarizati
occurs in the excitation process. According to Eq.~2!, the pseudospin precesses arou
the vectorVW (V1 ,V2 ,V i)with frequencyuVW u. If this frequency greatly exceeds the r
ciprocalt21 of the exciton lifetime and the spin relaxation time satisfiests@t, to find
the average pseudospin vectorS it is sufficient to project the vectorS0 on the direction of
VW , i.e.,S5VW (VW •S0)/uVW u2. This yields a relation between the polarization of the pho
luminescence and the exciting light

Pi5L i j Pj
0 ~ i , j5 l 8,l ,c!, ~3!

uuL i j uu5
1

V1
21V2

21V i
2F V1

2 2V1V2 V1V i

2V1V2 V2
2 2V2V i

V1V i 2V2V i V i
2

G . ~4!

We note that if level anticrossing and absorption dichroism are neglected, the polari
Pi

a equals the valuesra
i introduced in Eq.~1!.

In the experiment, light emitted by a large number of quantum dots is analyzed
the matrixLab must be averaged over theV1 and V2 distributions, to which shape
fluctuations of the quantum dots and local deformations contribute. The apparent i
sistencies in the experimental results — 1! optical alignment of excitons for any directio
of linear polarization of the exciting light and 2! ‘‘orientation–alignment’’ conversion in
a longitudinal field, indicating that the@110# and@11̄0# axes are not equivalent — can b
satisfactorily explained by assuming that the positive and negative values ofV1 are
equally probable and the average value ofV2 is different from zero. In this case, after th
componentsL i j are averaged, the components which are odd inV1 vanish and the matrix
~4! assumes the form

uuL i j uu5
1

Ṽ1
21Ṽ2

21Ṽi
2F Ṽ1

2 0 0

0 Ṽ2
2 2 f Ṽ2V i

2 f Ṽ2V i 0 V i
2

G . ~5!

To calculate approximately the random variance inV1 andV2 relative to the average
values^V1&50, ^V2&Þ0, on switching from expression~4! to Eq. ~5! we replacedVn

2
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2&[Ṽn

2 (n51,2) and V2V i by f Ṽ2V i , where

f5^V2&/Ṽ2 andu f u,1. The computational results obtained with expressions~3! and~5!
are displayed in Figs. 1, 2a, and 2b~solid lines!. The deviation ofPj

0 from 1 is due to
polarization losses accompanying quasiresonance excitation of the excitons. As o
see from Fig. 2b, the influence of anticrossing on the polarization cannot be comp
eliminated in the experiment. A separate analysis is required in order to take this
into account on the basis of the theory in Ref. 10.

In summary, in contrast to type-II GaAs/AlAs superlattices5 and the structure GaAs
AlGaAs with quantum wells,2 the position of the principal axes of the anisotropic e
change splitting for localized excitons in InAlAs/AlGaAs quantum dots is not fixed in
@110# and @11̄0# directions and is characterized by two linearly independent param
V1 andV2. The quantum dots investigated are shaped in the form of pyramids~possibly,
truncated!, whose height is parallel to the axisz i @001# and whose rectangular base
oriented along the@100# and @010# axes.6,11 Quantum dots with a square base are ch
acterized byC2v point symmetry, for whichV150, V2Þ0, and the components of th
radiation doublet are polarized along the@110# and @11̄0# axes. In the general case of
rectangular base the symmetry is lowered toC2, and V1Þ0. It is obvious that this
quantity has opposite signs for quantum dots with bases extended in the@100# and@010#
directions. If the rectangular bases are not predominantly oriented in the~001! plane, the
average valuêV1&50 but the mean-square value ofV1 is nonzero.

This work was supported in part by the Volkswagen Foundation, the Russian
for Fundamental Research under Grants Nos. 95-02-06038 and 96-02-17824, and
under Grant No. INTAS-REPR 95-618.
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Competition between nuclear ferromagnetism and
superconductivity

A. M. Dyugaev
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432
Chernogolovka, Moscow Region, Russia

I. D. Vagner and P. Wyder
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Festkorperforschung, BP166, F-38042 Grenoble, France

~Submitted 24 April 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 10, 772–775~25 May 1997!

A qualitative theory of nuclear magnetism against a background of
superconductivity in metals is proposed. Even though the supercon-
ducting transition temperature is much higher than the nuclear ordering
temperature, nuclear ferromagnetism can partially or completely de-
stroy superconductivity. An experimental method of determining the
effective electron–nuclear spin–spin interaction constant for supercon-
ductors is discussed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!00910-9#

PACS numbers: 76.50.1g, 74.25.Nf, 75.50.Bb, 75.50.Cc

1. The strong effect of nuclear ferromagnetism on superconductivity in metals
first discovered in Ref. 1. The fact that ferromagnetic nuclear order can destroy s
conductivity was pointed out in Ref. 2. The crux of the phenomenon is, qualitativel
follows. Even though the superconducting phase transition temperatureTce is ordinarily
many orders of magnitude higher than the nuclear ordering temperatureTcn , the energy
loss accompanying the destruction of superconductivity is only of the order ofTce

2 /eF per
electron (eF is the Fermi energy of the electrons! and notTce , as appears at first glance
This is because it is only the relatively few electrons that are near the Fermi su
which are responsible for the superconductivity. However, the ferromagnetic nu
ordering energy is of the order ofTcn per nucleus. Therefore if the density of nuclei is n
too different from that of the electrons, we obtain as a rough criterion for the destru
of superconductivityTcneF.Tce

2 .

2. The metallic compound AuIn2, which is a type-I superconductor with critica
temperatureTce50.207 K and critical magnetic fieldHc(T→0)51.45 mT, was investi-
gated in Ref. 1. A ferromagnetic phase transition in the system of In nuclei is observ
Tcn>35mK. In consequence of this transition, asT decreases,Hc decreases to 0.87 mT
and broadening of the superconducting phase transition lineHc(T) at temperatures
T,Tcn occurs. As a result of the good thermal contact between them, the electron
nuclei are in thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e.,Tn5Te. The equilibration time is about 1
h. This letter proposes a qualitative theory of the phenomenon discovered in Ref.
predicts results for possible experiments where superconductivity and nuclear ferro
netism compete with each other.
810 8100021-3640/97/100810-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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The (H,T) phase diagram of the metal depends on the method by which nu
order is obtained. In Ref. 1 low temperatures were achieved by the nuclear dema
zation method, i.e., first, a phase transition to a ferromagnetic state occurs in the n
system in the normal phase of the metal and then the metal becomes superconduc
the magnetic field decreases. Therefore the phase transition occurs as a function
magnetic field and not temperature, in which case the nuclear system becomes fer
netic in the superconducting phase asT decreases. This greatly simplifies the analysis
the phenomenon because superconductivity does not have a back effect on the
ferromagnetism: Superconductivity appears in a state with a fixed nuclear magnetic
This removes in part the question of the existence of a nonuniform superconducting
i.e., a LOFF phase.3,4 The transition into this phase can occur only with a long time de
if the ordinary uniform phase is metastable.

A nuclear domain structure with a spontaneous nuclear momentMn(T) within a
domain arises at temperaturesT ,Tcn . The maximum value ofMn(T) corresponds to
the total polarization of the nuclei in a domain. The average nuclear momentM̄n over the
metal sample depends on the initial demagnetization conditions, since the domain
move extremely slowly. To determine the temperature dependence of the critical
netic fieldHc , we employ the well-known3,5 expression for the free energyFS of the
superconductor,

FS2Fn5
n

4
~2J22D0

2!1
Bc
2

8p
, J[meHn , Bc5Hc14pM̄n , ~1!

whereFn is the energy of the normal metal;n is the electronic density of states;D0 is the
gap in the electron spectrum atT50; J is the energy separation arising between electr
with opposite spins as a result of the magnetization of the electrons by the nuclei
Hn is the effective nuclear field at an electron and is proportional to the magnetic nu
momentMn(T). Leaving unspecified, for the time being, the relation betweenMn(T) and
Hn(T), we obtain from Eq.~1! the dependence ofBc(T) on Mn(T) or Mn(T) on
Bc(T):

Bc~T!5Bc~Tcn!F12
Mn

2~T!

Mn
2~0!

S 12
Bc
2~0!

Bc
2~Tcn!

D G1/2,
Mn~T!5Mn~0!FBc

2~Tcn!2Bc
2~T!

Bc
2~Tcn!2Bc

2~0! G
1/2

. ~2!

The measured quantity is notBc(T) butHc(T). The average nuclear momentM̄n adjusts
to the external magnetic field extremely slowly and is mainly determined by the in
nuclear demagnetization conditions, i.e., by the value of the magnetic field at w
nuclear order first appeared, and not by the value ofHc(T). Therefore, upon varying the
initial experimental conditions, one can determineHc(T) from Eq. ~2! by subtracting
from Bc(T) the T-independent constant 4pM̄n . The first relation in Eqs.~2! makes it
possible to determine, by a rough calculation ofMn(T) in the mean-field approximation
the curveHc(T) of coexistence of the superconducting and normal phases of the m
The second relation in Eqs.~2! is more informative and makes it possible to determ
from the experimental temperature dependence ofHc the magnetizationMn(T) of a
811 811JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Dyugaev et al.
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cubic Heisenberg ferromagnet with spinS59/2 ~nuclear spinI n). We note that in Ref. 1
it was indicated that the measuredT dependence ofHc does not correspond to existin
theoretical models; however, expressions of the type~2! were not analyzed. Since in Re
1 Hc(T) did not depend too strongly on the initial experimental conditions, there
grounds for not distinguishing betweenBc andHc in Eq. ~1!, i.e., M̄n can be set equal to
zero. Then the value of the maximum nuclear fieldHn(T50) reached upon total polar
ization of the nuclei can be determined from Eq.~1!:

Hn~0!5
D0

meA2
S 12

Hc
2~0!

Hc
2~Tcn!

D 1/2. ~3!

Since the density of statesn does not appear in Eq.~3! andHc(0) andHc(Tcn) are
known1 for AuIn2, we obtain, assuming thatD0 andTce are related in accordance wit
the BCS theory,

Hn~0!'0.15 T, J~0![meHn~0!'0.21 K.

The parameterHn(0) is an important characteristic of the metal. It is known only for t
substances — Li and Na~Ref. 6!, and it determines the shift of the electronic resona
line with total polarization of the nuclei by the Overhauser method. This shift is v
difficult to measure.6

3. For this reason, we shall discuss an experimental method of determining the
of Hn at least for superconductors. For this we make use of the possibility of produ
a nonequilibrium state in which the nuclear temperature is decoupled from the ele
temperature:Tn!Te. If Te!Tce , thenTe does not appear in the final expressions for
observed quantities, so that it can be conventionally set equal to zero and only the n
temperature need be followed. If the experiment starts at a high magnetic fieldH0 and
high nuclear temperatureT0

n@Tcn , when the nuclear system is almost completely po
ized and is ideal, and the magnetic fieldH is switched off adiabatically, then the nucle
magnetic moment will persist right up to the point of the phase transition of the me
the superconducting state. It is important that for the nuclear system this transition o
instantaneously at a nuclear magnetic momentMn(H0 ,T0

n). The critical fieldBc is found
from Eq. ~2!, whereMn(T) must be replaced byMn(H0 ,T0

n). The initial conditionsH0

andT0
n can always be chosen so that the magnetization of the electrons by the nucl~the

parameterJ in Eq. ~1!! is more consequential than the replacement ofHc by Bc in Eq.
~1!. Indeed, in Eq.~1! J competes with the small quantityD0, while Bc can be estimated
from the expressionBc5Hc(11xn), wherexn is the nuclear susceptibility, which i
small at high temperaturesT@Tcn . Thus,Hc(H0 ,T0

n) can be measured during adiaba
demagnetization. In the superconducting phase the fieldB equals zero and the nuclea
momentMn relaxes to zero. Now, if a magnetic field is switched on, then supercon
tivity will be destroyed in a fieldHc0 which is higher thanHc(H0 ,T0

n), and from Eq.~1!
we find the parameter

Hn~H0 ,T0!5
D0

meA2
S 12

Bc
2~H0 ,T0

n!

Hc0
2 D 1/2. ~4!
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Since the values ofH0 andT0 were chosen such that the nuclear–nuclear interaction
be neglected during the entire adiabatic demagnetization stage, we have

Hn~H0 ,T0
n!5Hn

0BsS mnH0

T0
n D , ~5!

whereBs is the Brillouin function andHn
0 is the limiting value ofHn for mnH0@T0

n ,
when all nuclei are polarized. Therefore by measuringHc versusT0

n andH0 it is possible
to determine on the basis of Eqs.~4! and~5! the effective magnetic nuclear fieldHn

0 under
conditions of total polarization of the nuclei. We note that in Ref. 7, where nuc
relaxation in superconducting Al was investigated, supercooling of the nuclear sy
which causesHc to differ fromHc0, was observed during on–off cycling of the magne
field.

Let us now determine the phenomenological electron–nuclear spin–spin intera
constantJ0 in the free-electron model, neglecting the band structure of the metal.
this, we write this interaction in the form8

Ven5
J0
nn

d~re2rn!
~s–S!

S
, ~6!

wherenn is the density of nuclei. If now the factorJ appearing in Eq.~1! and charac-
terizing the magnetization of the electrons by the nuclei is expressed in terms ofVen , one
obtains8

J~H0 ,T0
n!5J0BsS mnH0

T0
n D . ~7!

Analysis of the experimental data presented in Ref. 1 for AuIn2 gives J0'0.21 K. A
nonequilibrium nuclear magnetization should strongly affect superconductivity in
metals In, Ta, Bi~films!, Sb, and Tl, which, according to an analysis of the Knight sh
data, have high values of the superconducting transition temperatureTce together with a
strong electron–nuclear spin–spin interactionVen .
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Localized states at the helicoidal phase transition

A. Buzdin and Y. Meurdesoif
CPTMB-LPT, University Bordeaux I, 33175 Gradignan Cedex, France

~Submitted 3 April 1997; resubmitted 24 April 1997!
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The appearence of a new type of localized states at the helicoidal tran-
sition is predicted. The order parameter decays with an oscillation in
the vicinity of the defect provoking the localized transition. The cases
of point, linear, and planar defects are considered, and the specific heat
jumps are calculated. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01010-4#

PACS numbers: 75.25.1z, 75.30.Kz

1. INTRODUCTION

The presence of defects and inhomogeneities of various sorts may strongly infl
the phase transition in bulk materials. Surface defects are an example. If the loca
sition temperature near the surface is somewhat higher than in the bulk, then a loc
near-surface state appears at a temperatureTCL slightly above the bulk critical tempera
tureTC0. This situation is characteristic for surface magnetism,

1 superconductivity local-
ized near a twinning plane,2 and local structural transitions.3

If the Landau functional approach is used to describe the phase transition, the
increase of transition temperature can be modeled by ad-functional contribution to the
free energy density,2gd(r )c2, wherec is the order parameter. The problem of findin
the critical temperature of the localized transition is then reduced to one of determ
the eigenvalue of a corresponding equation for the order parameterc(r ). This equation,
when the gradient term in the Landau free energy functional has the usual
;(¹c)2, is just the Schro¨dinger equation with ad-functional potential and self energ
E;(TCL2TC0) ~see for example Refs. 1 and 2!. The one dimensional potential we
always has a localized state with negative energy4 ~note that a local increase in th
transition temperature corresponds to a weak negatived-functional potential!. Then near
the surface~or plane defect! the temperature of the localized transition will be higher th
that of the bulk transition:TCL2TC0;g2. For a linear defect the difference is expone
tially small4 and eventually non-observable. In the case of a point defect the local
sition is absent, as there is no localized state for a weak three-dimensionald-functional
potential.4

However, the situation turns out to be quite different in the case of a phase tran
to a helicoidal state. To be more specific, we will consider a magnetic helicoidal tr
tion like that observed in MnSi5 and FeGe,6 for example. In the absence of a center
symmetry of the crystal structure, the magnetic free energy functional contains
;lM•curl M ~whereM is the local magnetization! which lead to the formation of a
helicoidal magnetic structure.7 The same is true also for cholesteric liquid crystals.8
814 8140021-3640/97/100814-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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In the present article, we demonstrate for a helicoidal transition that even a p
like increase in the transition temperature leads to the formation of a very specific
ized state above the bulk critical temperature. We calculate the structure and ther
namic characteristics of such unusual localized states near point, linear, and
defects.

2. LOCALIZED STATE NEAR A POINT DEFECT

We consider the problem using the Landau-type functional for the magnetic
energy:

F5
nu

MS
2E FtM21

b

2
M41a2~¹Mx!

21a2~¹My!
21a2~¹Mz!

2

1lM•curl M2gM2d~r !Gd3r . ~1!

whereu is of the order of the magnetic transition temperatureTC0, n is the density of
magnetic atoms,MS is the saturation magnetization atT50, andt5(T2TC0)/TC0. Note
that TC0 is the critical temperature of the ferromagnetic transition which occurs in
absence of the termlM•curl M . In the presence of this term~the case of a crystal lattice
without a center of symmetry!, the transition to the helicoidal magnetic structure occ
at some temperatureTC higher than the ferromagnetic transition temperat
((TC2TC0)/TC05t05(l/2a)2). The term2gM2d(r ) describes the local increase in th
transition temperature near the point defect, the magnetic stiffness coefficienta is of the
order of the interatomic distance, and the coefficientb has the usual meaning. For sim
plicity, and having in mind MnSi, we consider the functional for the case of cubic cry
symmetry.

To reduce the number of coefficients, it is convenient to make a change of va
to r 8→r /a, and we will henceforth omit the prime. First we consider the question of
temperature of the localized transition and the magnetic structure that arises. For th
may neglect the term;M4 in the functional~1! and write it in the Fourier representatio
as

F5
nu

Ms
2V(

q
F ~t1q2!Mq•M2q1 i l̃M2q~q3Mq!2 g̃ (

q

8
Mq•Mq8G . ~2!

wherel̃5l/a and g̃5ga3.

Minimizing the energy overMq , after some algebra we obtain

Mq@ l̃2q22~t1q2!2#5 i g̃ l̃~q3M0!1
g̃M0@ l̃2q22~t1q2!2#

~t1q2!

1
g̃ l̃2@q~q•M0!2q2M0#

~t1q2!
, ~3!

whereM05M (r50) is the magnetization at the localized defect. In the absenc
defect, forg̃50, we have from~3! t5l̃q2q2. The actual wave vector of the helicoid
815 815JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 A. Buzdin and Y. Meurdesoif
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state corresponds to the maximum temperature overq. This maximum is realized for
q5q05 l̃ /2, and the transition temperature ist05 l̃2/4, which is naturally higher than
ferromagnetic critical temperature (t50). If we are interested in the formation of th
localized state just above the bulk transition atdt5t2t0!t0 , the singular part of
Mq will be related with the wave vectoruqu.q0, and we obtain from~3! the following
expressions forMq :

Mq52
i g̃ ~q3M0!

l̃ @dt1~q2q0!
2#

2
2g̃

l̃2

@q~q•M0!2q2M0#

@dt1~q2q0!
2#

. ~4!

The critical temperature for the appearance of the localized solution is given b
‘‘self-consistent’’ equation

M05M ~0!5E Mq

d3q

~2p!3
. ~5!

The main contribution to the integral~5! comes from the regionuqu.q0. Taking this into
account we obtain for the shift of transition temperaturedtC5tCL2t0, ~wheretCL is the
critical temperature for the localized state!: dtC5( g̃ t0/6p)2. Then even a small loca
increase of ‘‘bare’’ transition temperature gives rise to a localized state. This prope
a characteristic of the helicoidal transition and is absent for the ferromagnetic trans

After taking the Fourier transform of Eq.~4!, we obtain the distribution of the
magnetic moment in the real space. Choosing thez axis alongM (0), in cylindrical
coordinates it may be written as

M r5
3

2
M ~0!Ap

2

~q0r!~q0z!

@~q0r!21~q0z!2#5/4
J5/2~A~q0r!21~q0z!2!,

Mw5
3

2
M ~0!Ap

2

~q0r!

@~q0r!21~q0z!2#3/4
J3/2~A~q0r!21~q0z!2!,

Mz5
3

2
M ~0!E

0

p/2

sin3u J0~q0r sin u!cos~q0z cosu!du. ~6!

Note that in calculating the Fourier transform of~4! we have putq5q0 in the
nominator, as is justified for a distance ofur u2p/(q0Adtc) around the defect. At large
distances the magnetic moment decreases exponentially, and the effective volumV of
the localized state isV;q0

23(dtC)
23/2. It increases whendtC→0, which is a general

phenomenon for localized states1–3 and is related with the diverging of the effectiv
coherence length nearTC . Then for smallerg̃ the localized state appears closer to t
bulk transition temperature, but its dimensions becomes larger. The structure~6! of the
localized state is rather complicated. The distribution of the magnetic moment in
planez52p/q0 is presented in Fig. 1.

Knowing the magnetic moment distribution, we can obtain the jump in the spe
heat at such a localized transition:
816 816JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 A. Buzdin and Y. Meurdesoif
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nu

MS
2bTC0

F E M2d3r G2
E M4d3r

5
nu

MS
2bTC0

2p

I S 23D
2 1

q0dtC

where the factorI.1.17 comes from numerical evaluation of the integral. The div
gence ofDC as g̃→0 can be attributed to the increase of the effective volume
g̃→0; however, the specific heat densityDC/V;(dtC)

1/2 goes to zero forg̃→0.

3. LOCALIZED STATE NEAR A LINEAR DEFECT

The only change in the initial Landau functional for the magnetic free energy in
case is that the local increase of the critical temperature along the linear defect
scribed by a term2 g̃M2(0,0,z)d(x)d(y), with the z axis chosen along the line. W
obtain a self-consistent equation similar to~5! for M0(qz), whereM0(qz) is Fourier
harmonic ofM (r50,z).

Using equation~4!, we find the following system of equations giving the relati
betweendt and the free parameterqz , whereqz is a modulation vector along the defec

M0
x5

g̃

l̃2E i l̃qzM0
y1~qy

21qz
2!M0

x

dt1~dq!2
dq'

~2p!2
,

FIG. 1. The magnetic structure for a point defect in the planez52p/q0. The in-planeMx andMy components
of magnetization are presented. Note that thez axis is chosen along the magnetic moment atx5y5z50.
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M0
y5

g̃

l̃2E i l̃qzM0
x1~qx

21qz
2!M0

x

dt1~dq!2
dq'

~2p!2
,

M0
z5

2g̃

l̃2 E q'
2M0

z

dt1~dq!2
dq'

~2p!2
. ~7!

The critical temperaturedtc must be obtained by maximization ofdt with respect to
qz . One solution withM0

x5M0
y50 can be easily found. For this solution maximu

transition temperature is reached atqz50 anddtc5( g̃ l̃/8)2.

However there exists another solution of the typeM0
x1 iM 0

y andM0
z50 which gives

a higher transition temperature. For this solution, the maximum temperaturedt corre-
sponds to wave vectorqz nearq0. We obtain for

«5
q0
qz

215S 2

3p D 1/4S dt

q0
2 D 3/8'S 2

3p D 1/4S g̃

2
D 3/4

the transition temperature

dtc'S g̃ l̃

4
D 2S 122S 4

3p D 3/4g̃1/4D . ~8!

This critical temperature is higher than that for the solutionM0
x5M0

y50. We con-
clude that the helicoidal localized state with a modulation vector'q0 alongz axis must
appear at the temperaturet01dtc given by ~8!.

The structure in the real space is

Mx5M ~0!cos~q0z!J0~q0rA2«!,

My5M ~0!sin~q0z!J0~q0rA2«!. ~9!

The range of application of these equations isr!1/(q0g̃
5/8). At larger distances, the

magnetization decreases exponentially. Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of the m
tization. The specific heat jump at the transition is

DC.
nu

MS
2bTC0

S p3

12D
1/4 1

4l̃2g̃1/4 ln g̃
.

4. LOCALIZED STATE NEAR A PLANAR DEFECT

Considering the case of planar defect, we choose thez axis perpendicular to the
plane. The local increase of critical temperature in the plane is described by the
2 g̃M (x,y,0)d(z) in the magnetic free energy. Analysis of the system of equat
analogous to~7! shows that the solution with the highest transition temperature is of
typeM0

y1 iM 0
z andM0

x50, while the transition temperature isdtc5
3
16(2l̃ g̃2)2/3and the

wave vector is directed along thex axis and turns out to be close toq0
(«5 q0/qx215 1/q0Adtc/3). The magnetic structure of the localized state is
818 818JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 A. Buzdin and Y. Meurdesoif
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My5M ~0!e2q0uzuA«
2

A3
sinS q0uzuA«

3
1

p

3 D cos~q0x!,

Mz5M ~0!e2q0uzuA«
2

A3
sinS q0uzuA«

3
1

p

3 D sin~q0x!,

and the specific heat jump is

DC.
nu

MS
2bTC0

2.12

q0A«
52.12

nu

MS
2bTC0

S 16

g̃ l̃2D 1/3.
5. CONCLUSIONS

We have found the structure of the localized states for systems with helic
transitions. It happens that even a small point-like local increase of the transition
perature gives rise to a localized state. The very easy broadening of the helicoida
sitions may be an inherent property. Preliminary data9 on the specific heat in MnS
support our conclusions. Apparently the main type of defects in MnSi are dislocatio
may be interesting to perform neutron diffraction studies to verify the predictions
cerning the structure~see Eq.~8!! of such a linear-defect state. In our analysis we ha
neglected fluctuations, which could influence the detailed structure of the localized
but would not qualitatively alter our prediction based on the Landau functional appro

We a grateful to N. Bernhoeft, J. Flouquet, Y. Leroyer, and V. Mineev for help
discussions and useful comments.

FIG. 2. The magnetic structure for a lineear defect. Thez axis is chosen along the defect, and we present
magnetic moment for two planes. The moment is oriented inxy plane and the unit along thez axis corresponds
to A2« units in thexy plane. This means that the actual structure is obtained by a contraction ofA2« along the
z axis.
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Stripe motion in CuO 2 planes of Y 12xPrxBa2Cu3O7 as
observed from the Cu(2) quadrupole resonance

M. A. Teplov, Yu. A. Sakhratov, A. V. Dooglav, A. V. Egorov, E. V. Krjukov,
and O. P. Zaitsev
Kazan State University, 420008 Kazan, Russia

~Submitted 24 April, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 10, 782–787~25 May 1997!

The NQR spectra of copper in the compounds YBa2Cu3O7,
TmBa2Cu3O7, and Y0.9Pr0.1Ba2Cu3O7 at temperatures of 4.2–200 K
are investigated by a pulsed NQR technique at frequencies of 28–33
MHz. Quantitative analysis of the spectra shows that the shape of the
‘‘plane’’ Cu~2! spectra is well described by using a model of 1D cor-
relations of the charge and spin distribution in the CuO2 planes~stripe
correlations!. In the undoped superconductors the charge–spin stripe
structure moves fast in the CuO2 planes, but doping the YBa2Cu3O7

lattice with praseodymium slows this motion down. ©1997 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~97!01110-9#

PACS numbers: 61.72.Hh, 74.72.Bk, 74.80.2g, 76.60.Gv

The hypothesis of 1D ordering of charges and spins in a particular configurati
stripes in CuO2 planes of RBa2Cu3O7 superconductors was suggested two years ago

1 and
was later used2 to explain the NMR and NQR data for TmBa2Cu3O61x and
TmBa2Cu4O8, but up to now it has not been corroborated directly in the shape of
Cu~2! NQR spectra. In this paper we present such corroboration based on analysis
Cu~2! NQR spectra for Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O7 (x50,0.1) compounds. The YBa2Cu3O7

~YBCO! and Y0.9Pr0.1Ba2Cu3O7 ~YPBCO! samples, prepared by the solid-state react
method,3 were kindly placed at our disposal by Xu and Luetgemeier~Forschungszentrum
Jŭlich, Germany!. The critical temperatures found from susceptibility measurements
frequency of 1 kHz appeared to beTc(onset)592.5 and 86 K, respectively. For compar
son, besides YBCO and YPBCO, the overdoped compound TmBa2Cu3O7 ~TmBCO!,
with a critical temperature of 91.5 K, has also been studied.2 A home-built spin-echo
coherent pulsed spectrometer was used for the copper NQR spectrum measurem

The examples of YBCO and YBPCO spectra are shown in Fig. 1. It is seen~Fig.
1a,c! that, except the relatively narrow63Cu~2! and65Cu~2! NQR lines, both spectra hav
a broad ‘‘pedestal.’’ Representing these spectra on a logarithmic scale~Fig. 1b,d!, one
can clearly see the asymmetry of the narrow lines, i.e., these lines also have a co
composition in the sample doped with praseodymium.

We managed to get the best fit of the YBCO spectra to six Gaussian curves, thr
each isotope: the narrow Gaussian lineA8, the broad oneA9, and the pedestalP. The
frequenciesn i and mean square linewidthsDn i of each pair of isotope lines were sup
posed to be related by the ratio of nuclear quadrupole momentsa565Q/63Q
821 8210021-3640/97/100821-07$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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(65n i5a63n i ,
65Dn i5a63Dn i , i5A8,A9,P). Thus the fitting function involved 10 pa

rameters: three line frequencies63n i , three linewidths63Dn i , three line intensities63ai
and the ratiob565ai /

63ai . While fitting the YBCO spectra taken at temperatures 20
4.2 K it was found that the pedestal linewidth (1.560.1 MHz! did not depend on tem
perature, so its value was taken fixed at 1.5 MHz during the final fitting procedure~the
results of which are shown in Fig. 1a and Fig. 2a,b,c!, thus reducing the total number o
fitting parameters to 9. It should be mentioned here that the presence of a pede
typical for copper NQR spectra in 1-2-3-7 compounds~but not in 1-2-4-8 compounds2!.
We observed it in the spectra of Tm1-2-3-7 and Y1-2-3-7 samples prepared in diff
laboratories;4 in some of them the pedestal looked like several poorly resolved ove
ping lines and, in particular, contained the broad NQR line of twofold coordina
‘‘chain’’ 63Cu~1!2 copper at a frequency of 30.1 MHz. We suppose the spectrumP to
arise from Cu~1! and Cu~2! centers which are located in areas with a partly disorde
oxygen sublattice of CuO planes and, respectively, with a reduced~and locally inhomo-

FIG. 1. Copper NQR spectra for YBa2Cu3O7 ~a,b! and Y0.9Pr0.1 Ba2Cu3O7 ~c,d! taken atT540 K; the solid
lines are a best fit~see text and Fig. 2!.
822 822JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Teplov et al.



FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of parameters of copper NQR spectra for YBa2Cu3O7 ~a,b,c! and
Y0.9Pr0.1Ba2Cu3O7 ~d,e,f!; see text for details.
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geneous! hole concentration in the CuO2 planes. Extracting the sum (A81A9) from the
observed spectrum, we obtain the spectrum of the ‘‘good’’ superconductor, fre~or
almost free! of crystal structure defects. Actually this procedure allowed us to obtain~for
the first time, to our knowledge! a quantitative description of the Cu~2! NQR line shape
for the superconductor with the 1-2-3-7 orthorhombic structure. A comparative ana
of spectra for YBCO~Fig. 1a and 2a,b,c! and TmBCO~Ref. 4! has shown that the
lineshape is intermediate between Gaussian and Lorentzian, and for both samp
same relation holds between the parameters describing the linesA8 andA9. In particular,
in the temperature range 100–150 K we have obtainednA85nA9, DnA9 /DnA852.4(1)
andaA9 /aA851.64(5), although the linewidthsDn i for TmBCO appeared to be 25–30%
larger than those for YBCO.

In order to describe the copper NQR spectra shape for YPBCO sample we u
fitting function containing four Gaussians for each isotope: besides the pedesta~its
linewidth 63DnP was again taken equal to 1.5 MHz!, the central lineA ~since the fre-
quenciesnA8 and nA9 are close in YBCO, we considered it possible to restrict the
scription of this line in YPBCO to one line! and the satelliteC on the right-hand slope o
the spectrum, we introduced a lineB located at a frequencynB,nA in the spectrum~the
presence of this line is revealed by the bulging left-hand slope of the63Cu line in Fig. 1d!.
Thus the fitting function contained 12 parameters: four frequencies63n i , three linewidths
63Dn i , four intensities

63ai , and the intensity ratiob565ai /
63ai . The results of fitting of

YBCO spectra taken at 200–4.2 K are given in Fig. 2d,e,f. Let us point out and dis
the main features of the copper NQR spectra for YBCO, TmBCO, and YPBCO sam

1. The integral intensity of the pedestalP is the same for YBCO and TmBCO an
equals approximately to 1/3, but for YPBCO it increases to;1/2; this confirms our
assumption that the componentP of the spectra belongs to a partly disordered phase
the compounds studied.

Other remarks pertain to the ‘‘pure’’ spectra of the Cu~2! NQR, characterized by the
componentsA8, A9 ~YBCO, TmBCO!, andA, B , C ~YPBCO!.

2. In the spectra of YBCO~Fig. 2a,b,c! and TmBCO~Ref. 4! at temperatures o
100–200 K the frequenciesnA8 and nA9 are approximately equal to each other, a
nA8, nA9 atT,Tc . In general the difference of these frequencies is small (,0.2%), so
that for rough estimates it is possible to assume that the sum (A81A9) describes a single
Cu~2! NQR line in the YBCO and TmBCO samples.

3. The temperature dependence of the frequency of this line in the YBCO spe
is the same as the temperature dependence of the lineA in the spectrum of the YPBCO
sample~cf. Figs. 2a and 2d!. This allows us to ascribe the lineA ~Fig. 2d! to Cu~2! nuclei
which are located far away from Pr atoms and not influenced by them. Let us call
nuclei ‘‘remote.’’

4. The main result of this paper is the temperature dependences of the parame
the linesA, B, andC for YPBCO ~Fig. 2d,e,f!.

We ascribe the linesB andC, which are absent in the YBCO spectrum~Fig. 2a!, to
the ‘‘neighboring’’ nuclei, i.e., to those located not far from Pr atoms. Comparing
integral intensitiesai of the lines at temperatures aboveTc ~when the spectra are free o
possible distortions due to different penetration depth of the rf fieldH1 into areas with
824 824JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Teplov et al.
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different local concentrations of holes!, we obtain the same ratio of the mean intensiti
viz., ^aB&:^aC&52:1, asthat following from the model of quasi-1D ordering of charg
and spins in the CuO2 planes~stripe model!.

1 Furthermore, we have noticed that the lin
B andC are located asymmetrically with respect to the lineA, but in such a way that
(nBaB1nCaC)/(aB1aC)5nA ~open squares in Fig. 2d!. These two facts immediately
suggest the idea that both spectra, those for the ‘‘remote’’ nuclei (A) and for the ‘‘neigh-
boring’’ nuclei (B1C), belong to stripes moving in the CuO2 planes, the only difference
between them being different rates of motion: for ‘‘remote’’ nuclei the case of
motion is realized, while for the ‘‘neighboring’’ nuclei — slow motion. Two types
Cu~2! centers are distinguished in the model1 — those located at the center of the stri
~typeC, the hole density on the oxygen ligands is high!, and those at the stripe bound
aries~typeB, the hole density is low!, so that at the optimal doping of the CuO2 planes
by holes and for close packing of the stripes, the number of centersB is twice as large as
that of centersC. The shape of the Cu~2! NQR spectrum in the system of moving strip
can be described by the following function:5

I ~v,V!5
WBWC~vB2vC!2~tB1tC!tBtC

@tBtC~v2vB!~v2vC!#21@tB~v2vB!1tC~v2vC!#2
, ~1!

where Wi is the probability of finding the nucleus in thei th state, andt i and
v i5V1D i are the lifetime of this state and the corresponding NQR frequency, res
tively. Actually, since the frequencyV is randomly distributed about the mean val
^V&5v0 ~quadrupole broadening due to lattice imperfections!, the spectrum shape i
obtained by averaging Eq.~1! with the Gaussian distribution ofV:

S~v!;E I ~v,V!exp@2~V2v0!
2/2s2#dV. ~2!

The 63Cu~2! NQR spectrum taken at 100 K is shown by circles in Fig. 3a,
squares in Fig. 3b depict the spectrum63(B1C) for the 63Cu isotope, obtained by sub
traction of three lines (63A, 63P, and theP component for the65Cu isotope! from the
experimental spectrum~Fig. 3a!, and the triangles in Fig. 3c display the63(A1B1C)
spectrum. The solid line in Fig. 3b represents the calculated spectrumSB1C(v) obtained
at the following values of the parameters:DB52D522p•2173103 s21, DC52D,
tC5t52.931026 s, tB52t, v052p•31.4653106 s21, s52p•1593103 s21. One
can see that the experimental spectrumSB1C of the ‘‘neighboring’’ nuclei and the tota
NQR spectrum (SA1SB1C) are described very well in the framework of our model
moving stripes~Fig. 3b,c!. The spectrum of ‘‘remote’’ nuclei~dashed lineSA in Fig. 3c!
is obtained at the sameDB , DC values, but when a short lifetimet (,1027 s! is
assumed; the frequency of the lineA appears to be 0.09% higher~this corresponds to a
higher mean concentration of the holes!, and the quadrupolar linewidth 25% less than t
corresponding parameters for ‘‘neighboring’’ nuclei. Thus far away from impurity
ions the velocity of the stripes is high, and the corresponding lifetimet is very small and
cannot be evaluated in the present experiment.

Two conclusions can be inferred from the above: 1! fast motion of the stripes in the
CuO2 planes seems to be necessary for cuprates to superconduct; 2! Pr doping leads to
825 825JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Teplov et al.



FIG. 3. Fragments of63Cu~2! NQR spectra for Y0.9Pr0.1Ba2Cu3O7 atT5100 K: ~a! — best fit to the sum of five
Gaussian curves63(A1B1C1P) and65P; ~b! — best fit to the63(B1C) contribution according to Eqs.~1!
and ~2! with the parametersDB/2p52217 kHz,DC/2p5434 kHz, tC52.9 ms, tB52tC , v0/2p531.465
MHz, s/2p5159 kHz; ~c! — the same as~b! with the addition of the63A contribution, with parameters
DB/2p52217 kHz,DC/2p5434 kHz,tC,1027 s, tB52tC , v0/2p531.492 MHz,s/2p5119 kHz.
the pinning of the stripes, resulting in a suppression of superconductivity in

826 826JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Teplov et al.
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Y12xPrxBa2Cu3O7. The 1D correlations in the charge and spin distributions remain v
in the latter case, too, but they become static in character.
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Observation of stochastic resonance in a monostable
magnetic system

A. N. Grigorenko,a) P. I. Nikitin, and G. V. Roshchepkin
Institute of General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117942 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 26 March 1997; resubmitted 21 April 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.65, No. 10, 788–792~25 May 1997!

A stochastic resonance on mixed harmonics is observed experimentally
in a monostable magnetic system. The curve of the stochastic resonance
at higher-order harmonics in systems with a weak nonlinearity is cal-
culated. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~97!01210-3#

PACS numbers: 75.40.Cx, 75.30.Cr, 05.40.1j

In recent years stochastic resonance~SR!, which can be defined as a noise-induc
increase in the signal-to-noise ratio, has been attracting a great deal of attention
investigators.1–10 This is due to both the fundamental character of the phenomenon~sto-
chastic resonance is a substantial advance in the theory of nonlinear susceptibilitie! and
possible interesting applications.9 Up to now SR has been observed in systems wit
threshold and in bistable systems. At the same time, the interesting possibility t
divergent signal-to-noise ratio can exist in monostable systems of a special type ha
demonstrated in Ref. 10.

Stochastic resonance in a bistable magnetic system was proposed in Ref.
detected experimentally in Ref. 8. In this letter we report the experimental observati
stochastic resonance at higher-order harmonics in a monostable magnetic potenti
also shows that SR at mixed harmonics has a wider range of applications than SR
fundamental harmonic and can be observed in various monostable systems.

Consider a physical system subjected to harmonic modulation and a random
force. With weak noise and weak modulation the system moves in a linear region ne
equilibrium state and, in consequence, generates virtually no higher-order harmonic
application of sufficiently strong noise drives the system out of the linear into a nonl
region where mixing of the harmonics occurs. This increases the signal-to-noise ra
the higher-order harmonics, i.e., it results in a SR peak.

OBSERVATION OF SR IN A MONOSTABLE SYSTEM

As a model system for observing SR at higher-order harmonics in a monos
potential, we chose a solitary domain wall~DW! in an easy-axis iron-garnet film stab
lized by a gradient of an external magnetic field. For not too high frequencies, the
moves by jumps of local sections which interact with microdefects in the sample.11 The
DW was fixed in the monostable potential of a microdefect, and the response of the
to an applied harmonic and random noise magnetic fields was studied as a function
intensity of the noise field. The response, consisting of a change in the magnetizat
828 8280021-3640/97/100828-05$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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a 535330 mm local section of the sample illuminated by a laser, was measured
standard magnetooptic method. The fields were applied with the aid of coils with in
tanceL;10 mH and conversion ratio;10 Oe/A. The random magnetic field genera
produced noise in the frequency range up to 20 kHz. The harmonics were detecte
a selective nanovoltmeter, which was also used to determine the noise intensity
experimental setup and measurement procedure are described in greater detail in R

Figure 1 displays the stochastic resonance curve measured at the third harmo
the monostable potential of a defect. The curve was obtained for a~LuBi!3~FeGa!5O12

film 30mm thick, with an anisotropy of 1800 Oe, a magnetization of 80 G, a stripe pe
of 25 mm, and a DM mobilitym5103 cm/Oe•s. The gradient of the external magnet
field was equal tob515 kOe/cm, and the internal gradient of the defect was equa
b05100 kOe/cm. The modulation frequency was equal to 1.1 kHz, the amplitude
equal to 20 mOe, and the detection frequency was equal to 3.3 kHz. The SR pea
observed with a random noise field of intensityDH50.018 ~mOe!2/Hz, which corre-
sponds to a random force of strengthD5m2DH50.018 cm2/s (f ran5mH ran). This
strength should be compared with the energy of the defectUeff5mHbd50.016 cm2/s,
whereHb is the field for breakaway of the defect andd50.4 Oe is the radius of influenc
of the defect.

Figure 1 also displays the result of the numerical simulation of the motion of
DW, described by the equation

dx/dt52dU/dx1mH cos~vt1w!1mH ran~ t !, ~1!

FIG. 1. Signal-to-noise ratio for a local section of a DW as a function of the magnetic-field noise inte
measured values (h), computer simulation (s and dotted curve!, and SR curve~solid line! calculated using
Eqs.~6! and ~7!.
829 829JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Grigorenko et al.
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where H ran(t) is the random magnetic field, which satisfie
^H ran(t1)H ran(t2)&52DHd(t12t2), in the monostable potential

U~x!5
mbx2

2
1

mbd x
2

2
expS 2

2x2

d2 D , ~2!

produced by the gradient of an external magnetic field and the field of the defect
values of the main parameters (m5103 cm/Oe•s, b515 kOe/cm,bd5100 kOe/cm,
d50.4mm, andH550 mOe! corresponded to the experimental values. The equation~1!
was reduced to a dimensionless form by means of the substitutionsx/d→x and
mbt→t and integrated numerically by a second-order Runge–Kutta method. The
ensemble of the DW positions obtained with a prescribed time series of the random
was used to obtain the correlation function and the spectral density~the initial dynamics
of the system during the first ten relaxation times of the system was neglected!. To
decrease the random error, which in our case was equal to;10% for the spectral density
of the signal and;20% for the signal-to-noise ratio, the spectral density was avera
over the phasew of the periodic magnetic field~initial time! and also over;700 different
time series of the noise. A standard Gaussian white noise generator was used, a
numerical integration step (Dt50.005) was chosen to be small enough so that chan
it did not change the results substantially.

As one can see from Fig. 1, the signal-to-noise ratio obtained by numerical int
tion agrees well with the measured curve.

SR AT HIGHER-ORDER HARMONICS IN A SYSTEM WITH WEAK NONLIN-
EARITY

Let us consider a system moving in a parabolic potentialU0(x)5ax2/2 and per-
turbed by a weak nonlinearityu(x):

ẋ52ax2u8~x!1 f 0 cos~v0t !1j~ t !, ~3!

where f 0 cos(v0t) is a small periodic modulation andj(t) is white noise with

^j( t̄ )j(t)&52Dd( t̄ 2t). Writing the solution in the form

x~ t !5X0~ t !1Xn~ t !1h~ t !, ~4!

whereX0(t) are small oscillations produced by a periodic force in the absence of n
and nonlinearity,Xn (t) is an Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process produced by the noise,
h(t) are small corrections due to the nonlinearityu(x). To first order inu(x), we obtain
after simple calculations

^h~ t̄ !h~ t !&5exp~2a~ t̄ 1t !!E
2`

t̄ E
2`

t

exp~a~ t̄ 1t!!K~ t̄ ,t!d t̄ dt,

K~ t̄ ,t!5E
2`

` E
2`

`

u8~X0~ t̄ !1 x̄ !r1~ x̄2x, t̄ 2t!u8~X0~t!1x!r0~x!d x̄dx, ~5!

wherer0(x)5Aa/2pD exp(2ax2/2D) is a stationary distribution andr1( x̄2x, t̄ 2t) is
the transition probability for the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process.
830 830JETP Lett., Vol. 65, No. 10, 25 May 1997 Grigorenko et al.
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For simplicity we assume thatv0!a, so that the regiont̄ 2t@1/a, where
r1( x̄2x, t̄ 2t)'r0( x̄ ), makes the main contribution to expression~5!. Then, expand-
ing expression~5! with respect toX0(t) and including noise to zeroth order, we obtain
the final result for the signal-to-noise ratio at thenth harmonic (n>2):

Rnv5
pqn

2f 0
2n

2n21~n! !2a2nDDn
, ~6!

whereDn is the detectable frequency band and

qn5E
2`

`

r0~x!un11~x!dx5A a

2pD E
2`

`

expS 2
ax2

2D Du~n11!~x!dx, ~7!

whereu(n)(x) is thenth spatial derivative.

It is easy to see that Eqs.~6! and ~7! imply the existence of an optimal nois
intensity for which the maximum signal-to-noise ratio obtains. In the general cas
exponential factor exp(2al2/D), wherel is the effective length characterizing the pote
tial u(x), can be separated out in the integral~7!. Together with the factorD in the
denominator in Eq.~6!, this gives the SR peak.

For the experimental system under study the conditions under which expressio~6!
and ~7! obtain are satisfied for noise levels greater than the energy of the defect.~The
frequency 3 kHz of the external force was much lower than the relaxational frequen
the system;15 MHz, the amplitude of the external forceH550 mOe was much lowe
than the characteristic forceHb;0.4 Oe of the defect, and the potential of the def
could be regarded as a perturbation with respect to the parabolic potential of the gr
magnetic field at an average energy of the system greater than the energy of the d!
A curve of the stochastic resonance at the third harmonic is displayed in Fig. 1. The
was calculated using expressions~6! and ~7! for the potential~2!, whose parameters
corresponded to the experimental potentials of a magnetic defect and an external g
magnetic field. For high noise intensities, the curve agrees with the experimental da
the results of numerical simulation.

As another example, let us examine the case when the nonlinearity is concen
near a pointx0:

u~x!5e expS 2
~x2x0!

2

2l2 D . ~8!

Calculating the integral~7!, we find the signal-to-noise ratio at the second harmonic

D!al2, R2v5
px0

6e2f 0
4

8a4l12DDn
expS 2

x0
2

l2D ,
D@al2, R2v5

pax0
2l2e2f 0

4

8D6Dn S 32
ax0

2

D D 2expS 2
ax0

2

D D . ~9!

In this elementary example the stochastic-resonance peak exists only forl,x0/4, i.e.,
under conditions for which the nonlinearity is sufficiently localized. Furthermore, the
peak for high noise intensities can actually be described by the expression
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D8 expS 2
ax0

2

D D ,
similar to the formula for a stochastic resonance at the fundamental harmonic.

The result presented makes clear the physical reason for the analogy. Indeed,
signals are generated at some nonzero energy. For the potential~8! this energy is
U05ax0

2/2, where the nonlinearity is concentrated. The probability of finding the sys
near this energy is proportional to exp(2U0 /D). This gives the factor exp(22U0 /D) for
the correlation function, which is a product of two coordinates of the system take
different times. The factor 1/Dn arises from the spectral noise density and the capacit
the system to generate signals.

In summary, we have shown that stochastic resonance at higher-order harm
does not require bistability and can be observed in different types of monostable sy
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